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The World Championships in Chile once again 
showed that it’s not always the favourites that 
automatically have the advantage. There are 
too many factors in play for the sport ever to be 
predictable. Polo is always good for surprises, 
given that victory and defeat are so closely 
intertwined.

Reports on the World Championships in Chile 
and highlights of the Argentine Open can be 

found at the start of this edition of POLO+10 World. In Argentina, 
there were many people questioning the playing system, number 
of teams and the implementation of the qualifying matches of the 
most important tournament in the world and giving it new impetus. 
A certain amount of new territory was also covered in St. Moritz. 
Here, the founder of snow polo, Reto Gaudenzi, who first organised 
chukkas on the frozen Lake St. Moritz 30 years ago, once again took 
over organising the event.

We congratulate one of the most traditional and important polo 
clubs in Europe on its 60th birthday. The Guards Polo Club was 
founded six decades ago by Prince Philip and is still one of the top 
polo locations in England. We chatted about the activities and cur
rent aims of the Hurlingham Polo Association with the chairman of 
the Hurlingham Polo Association John Wright. 

We also met a major polo enthusiast in the USA at Greenwich Polo 
Club north of New York. Peter Brant has rendered outstanding ser
vices to the sport over the past 30 years and is also one of the most 
successful publishers and patrons in the United States.

We would like to invite you to join us on an international polo tour 
with this issue of POLO+10 World. All the best, we’ll see you again 
in autumn 2015. Until then, you can follow all our news on  
www.poloplus10.com 

The squad from Chile won the World Championships trophy and 
delivered exciting games and some surprises. In this new issue 
of POLO+10 World, we focus on the people and horses behind 
the victories and awesome chukkas.

meeting

sTefanie sTüTing
Chief Editor POLO+10 World
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On 30 and 31 May 2015, the beach of Broome 
was transformed into a beach polo arena as 
the venue of the Pinctada Cable Beach Polo 
once again. Every year the twoday polo spec
tacle attracts spectators from all over the world 
with thrilling polo, lifestyle & fashion, a din
ner under the stars and a fantastic location. 
Once Broome was known as the “pearl capital 
of the southern hemisphere”, today the city on 
the Indian Ocean is especially a popular tour
ist destination. Without doubt, the Pinctada 
Cable Beach Polo organised by Marilynne 
Paspaley, owner of Pinctada Hotels & Resorts, is 
one of the highlights of the event calendar. For 
the first time POLO+10 brings out the tourna
ment magazine for this topclass event.   

news
Current news and facts  
from the world of European  
and international polo.

cable beach Polo
POLO+10 has produced the tournament 
magazine for the Cable Beach Polo 2015.

Polo debut in Vietnam

The 2015 Vietnam Charity Polo Cup was staged at the newly 
instated polo field at the awardwinning Long Thành Golf Club 
& Residential Estate, south of Ho Chi Minh City. Some 400 VIP 
guests descended upon the beautiful polo field, for the inaugural 
Charity Polo Cup Vietnam. Guests were treated to an afternoon 
of sporting entertainment and exclusive hospitality. Hosts Thu 
Minh and Otto De Jager conceptualised to bring polo to Vietnam 
following their attendance at a Royal Charity Polo event in the 
United Kingdom in 2014. With the support of a portfolio of lux
ury partners, history was made in Vietnam as the Royal Pahang 
Team lifted the trophy, narrowly beating Viet Thai International 
Thai Polo by 109 to win the game. 

The event was delighted to welcome honoured guests, Her Majesty 
the Queen’s eldest grandson, Peter Phillips, to Vietnam, to present 
the Charity Polo Cup prize giving ceremony. 

The inaugural match was played between the Long Thành Golf 
Royal Pahang Polo Team which featured players from Malaysia, 
including HH Prince Amir Nasser Ibrahim, and the Viet Thai Inter
national Thai Polo with Thai Polo Club owner, Harald Link. The 
polo ground was built on a sixhectare site located within the 
grounds of the golf club which occupies about 1,000 hectares of 
land outside of Ho Chi Minh City. 

With a series of luxury experiences on offer, such as Mercedes
Benz’s Singapore Formula 1 Grand Prix package, a week on a 
super yacht, Amanoi Resort and Six Senses holidays and bespoke 
limited edition jewellery pieces from Celin Italy and Hoang Gia 
Pearl, the room raised a staggering pledged amount of $189,000 
for the charities – Stop Ivory, Save Vietnam’s Wildlife and well 
known Vietnamese charity, The Business Association of Viet
nam Veterans. 

Image: Thomas Alexander Photography Images: Shane Doyle, Cable Beach Polo Pty Ltd.

Polo was showcased for the first time ever in Vietnam in March 2015 at the inaugural Charity Polo Cup. The polo ground 
was built on a six-hectare site located within the grounds of the golf club.

bmw international Polo series

South Africa will face its long standing rival New Zealand in the 2015 BMW Interna
tional Polo Series. The first test will take place on the 13th September at the Shong
weni Club in Durban, followed by the second test on 20th September at the Waterfall 
Polo Club in Johannesburg. South Africa managed to beat USA in the 2014 series but 
the hosts will have everything to play for this year as New Zealand has been victori
ous in four of the five previous tours. New Zealand will be sending a 23goal team, 
captained by the wellknown John Paul Clarkin (hdc 8). SA Polo Association’s Bridget 
Macduff says they expect a good turnout. “We look forward to the same sellout crowds 
and spectators that we’ve had for the past few years. At 23 goals, the standard of polo 
should be as good as last year’s exciting series especially given the quality of the world
class Johannesburg venue.” This year marks one of the longest running consecutive 
sports sponsorships in South Africa, with the partnership between BMW South Africa 
and the SA Polo Association entering its 26th year. Macduff says, “We are grateful for 
BMW’s longstanding support of South African Polo. Through the BMW sponsorship, 
the SA Polo Association is able to invite leading polo nations to play in South Africa 
and test our local highgoal players and National side in the International arena.”   

The BMW International Polo Series is a unique event offering excellent client 
entertainment, networking opportunities and is a wonderful family experience. 

Pinctada  
cable beach Polo 2015

polo+10 – The polo Magazine • Est. 2004      www.poloplus10.com     printed in Australia
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Polo in chantilly

The Polo Club du Domaine de Chantilly, media 
partner of POLO+10, has once again planned 
numerous tournaments for 2015. There are 50 
dates in the calendar for all levels of players 
from April to October. The highlight is the 15th 
edition of the Open de France, which will take 
place from 520 September 2015. The women's 
equivalent, the Open de France Féminin, will 
be held from 1620 September 2015. The Polo 
Club du Domaine de Chantilly north of Paris 
was founded by Patrick GuerrandHermès in 
1996 and is today one of Europe's biggest polo 
clubs. The complex comprises 220 hectares, of 
which 150 hectares is grazing land. In the high 
season the club welcomes 320 players and over 
700 horses. www.poloclubchantilly.com  

Numerous tournaments are once again 
planned for 2015 at Chantilly.

Enthusiasm for polo in the USA started towards the end of the 19th century, when the 
fastpaced sport made its way over from the United Kingdom to North America. James 
Gordon Bennett is credited with bringing polo to the U.S. from England in 1876. Over 
dinner one March evening in 1890 a few sporting gentlemen, including H.L. Herbert, 
John Cowdin and Thomas Hitchcock, form The Polo Association, now the United States 
Polo Association (USPA). Seven clubs join the association, headquartered in New York, 
which has been the national association for polo in the USA and Canada ever since. 
Today the USPA's governs polo handicaps (nationally), tournament rules and safety 
regulations, to ensure the welfare and being of both horse and player. Funded by sales 
from the officially licensed consumer brand, U.S. Polo Assn., the USPA purposefully 
reinvests revenue by underwriting numerous development programs to expand and 
sustain the sport of polo. The USPA organises 40 national renowned tournaments every 
year, including the US Open at the International Polo Club in Palm Beach, Florida and 
the East Coast Open at Greenwich Polo Club in Greenwich, Connecticut. Today, the 
United States Polo Association comprises over 270 member clubs, has nearly 5,000 
members and is still growing. www.uspolo.org 

In September the 20goal Maserati Silver Cup 
will mark the season's peak at the Santa Barbara 
Polo & Racquet Club. During summer several 
16goal tournaments such as the Gulfstream 
Pacific Coast Open will attract California's polo 
community and numerous of the best polo play
ers in the world. The Santa Barbara Polo Club, 
founded in 1911, is the third oldest U.S.P.A. Club 
still in existence in the United States. During the 
late 1920’s and mid 30’s the Santa Barbara Polo 
Club lived to see its golden era. Teams, horses, 
and players would arrive by train, unload from 
the stock cars, and walk through downtown 
Santa Barbara all the way to the Club. Today 
the Club is reputed worldwide for its excellent 
polo and elegant parties. www.sbpolo.com  

usPa celebrates 125th anniVersary santa barbara
The United States Polo Association celebrates its 125th anniversary in 2015. 
Today, it comprises over 270 member clubs and has nearly 5,000 members.

The 20-goal USPA Maserati Silver Cup 
will be top polo at Santa Barbara 2015.

Abu Dhabi (21 March), Dubai (27 March), Morocco (25 April), USA (30 May), Great 
Britain (20 June), China (13 September), Singapore (31 October), Sumba Island (310 
November), Mexico (28 November), India (1113 December) – in 2015 the British Polo 
Day once again boasts ten exciting venues all over the world. Founded in 2009 by 
Edward Olver and his friend Tom Hudson, the British Polo Day Global Series has grown 
to encapsulate 10 annual events, which build a bridge between cultures and bring peo
ple together in an international network. Ever since, British Polo Day has expanded 
yearonyear, growing in status and stature. Tom Hudson, CoFounder of British Polo 
Day: “The British Polo Day vision has been to create a global platform that celebrates 
polo, history, heritage, culture and trade between Great Britain and our host nations, 
and that acts as a conduit for the exchange of opportunities, ideas and experiences.” In 
2015 the global tournament series will add a new location to its program: On 7 Novem
ber 2015 the British Polo Day comes to Sumba Island in Indonesia. Since its inception, 
the British Polo Day enjoys great popularity worldwide and becomes bigger each year. 
For 2016 and 2017, new destinations, including Brazil, South Africa and South Korea, 
are being planned. www.britishpoloday.com 

british Polo day global series
In 2015 the global tournament series British Polo Day visits 10 countries all 
over the world to celebrate the sport of polo.
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“To me it seemed obvious that Monaco was the perfect place to host 
the glamorous and prestigious sport of polo. We will be bringing a 
very highend sport and supporters to the Principality which will 
benefit everyone”. When Francesco Mitrano, Founder and Presi
dent of the Monaco Polo Federation, started thinking about host
ing Monacos first polo tournament he probably did not expect it to 
be such a long way. After two years he now found a new location 
at SaintMartin de Peille only a 20 minutes car drive away from 
MonteCarlo. You walk through an iron gate into the huge British 
style park of this private domain in the hills of Monaco. “The place 
is perfect for polo. We are very glad to fix a contract for a few years. 
That gives us and the sponsors the possibility of proper and safe 
planning”. Again the tournament stays under the highpatronage 
of Prince Albert of Monaco and will be inaugurated with the tradi
tional parade of riders and horses in front of the Casino Square, in 
the heart of MonteCarlo. This polo parade is the only event after 

Francesco mitrano: elegant reset at monte-carlo
New location for Francesco Mitrano, Founder and President of the Monaco Polo Federation: From 2-5 July 2015 the 
Monte-Carlo Polo Cup will be held at Saint-Martin de Peille up in the beautiful hills of Monaco.

the worldwide known Formular1 races, which is allowed to use the 
place of the Monaco Casino. Three days of sport and glamour with 
cocktail parties at the bay of Monaco, the traditional hat competi
tion, a Haute Couture Designer’s catwalk and exciting polo  chukkas 
will follow. International polo players from all over the world are 
announced as well as celebrities who will attend the venue. Franc
esco Mitrano is glad to present the MonteCarlo Polo Cup as one of 
the most exclusive venues of the year. “This is the third year for the 
Polo Cup and I am very much looking forward to exciting chukkas 
and elegant evening events. Being approved through the Federa
tion of International Polo, the Monaco Polo Federation will establish 
an uncomparable destination for the sport of polo here at Monaco”. 
Highlight is the charity gala dinner for the benefit of the “Princess 
Charlène of Monaco Foundation” on Saturday.  

www.montecarlopoloclub.mc 
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world chamPionshiP

By sTefanie sTüTing
PhOTOGRAPhy felipe poga

A breath-taking final at 
the World Championships: 
thanks to the golden goal 
scored by 16-year-old play-
er Mario Silva (2), Chile is 
World Polo Champion 2015. 
Six teams fought for the 
 trophy at Santiago de Chile. 
Second place went to the 
United States. 
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Chile hosted the FIP World Championships for the second time. Their win in 2015 is the second world title for the Chilean squad.

The final of the 10th FIP World Polo Championship saw Chile 
defeating the USA 1211 and becoming World Polo Champion 
2015. The beginning of the match was anything but easy for 
the host team. The USA started to lead the match from the very 
first chukka (10) and they continued to do so up until half
time, with a result of 52. In the fourth chukka, Chile managed 
to tie the match 66, but during the fifth chukka, the USA took 
the lead once again with a score of 97. In the sixth and last 
chukka, the USA maintained its position until the last 30 sec
onds of the match, when Chile tied the score 1111. This led to 
an extra chukka to decide the final result. Luckily for the Chil
ean team, the 16yearold player Mario Silva (2) led his team 
to victory thanks to his golden goal. This meant four matches 
and four wins at the fourth consecutive appearance for Chile 
in World Championships. It was a truly exciting final! It is the 
second time that Chile has won a World Polo Championship. In 
2008, the team won its first World title in Mexico. It is also the 
second time Chile has hosted a FIP World Championship, since 
they hosted the 1992 edition.

Felipe Vercellino was named most Valuable player, 
Remy miller from the Us won the Fair play award.

Felipe Vercellino, the game’s top scorer with 7 goals, received the 
MVP of the match award. Remy Miller, from the USA team, won 
the Fair Play Award of the game. The horse Pajarita, owned by  
Alejandro Vial and ridden by Felipe Viana, was awarded best horse 
of the final match. After the bestowing of bronze and silver medals, 

#1 chile (14)
Mario Silva (2)
Ignacio Vial (4)
Felipe Vercellino (4)
José Miguel Pereira (4)

#2 usa (14)
Remy de Celle Muller (2)
Jesse Bray (5)
Felipe Viana (4)
Patrick Uretz (3)

#3 brazil (14)
Eduardo Parise (2)
Gustavo García (4)
Joao Novais (4)
Gabriel Villela Rosa (4)

ranking of The Teamsyear locaTion world champion

i 1987 buenos aires, argentina   argentina

ii 11-20/8/1989 berlin, germany   united states

iii 4-12/4/1992 santiago de chile, chile   argentina

iV 22-30/7/1995 st. moritz, switzerland   brazil

V 21-30/8/1998 santa barbara, united states   argentina

Vi 28/3-8/4/2001 melbourne, australia   brazil

Vii 9-19/9/2004 chantilly, france   brazil

Viii 21/4-3/5/2008 mexico-city, mexico   chile

iX 10-21/10/2011 san luis, argentina   argentina

X 27/3-1/4/2015 santiago de chile, chile   chile

Ignácio Vial, Chile’s team captain, received the FIP World Cham
pionship trophy. The third position was taken by Brazil, who beat 
England 1412 during their match for third place. Brazil has taken 
part in the World Championships seven times and was Champion 
in 1995, 2001 and 2004. The Brazilian team has enjoyed excellent 
results against England before, winning all previous six matches 
during past Championships. The 2015 season had already started 
brilliantly for the players from South America as they won the Snow 
Polo World Cup in China. Coach Ubajara Andrade was understand
ably aiming at winning the fourth trophy for his Brazil squad at the 
World Championships. 

argentina has won the title four times before – more 
often than any other country.

Given its past performance, England’s result with only a two goal 
loss (1412) is rather impressive. It was the ninth English appear
ance in a FIP World Championship, but the English team has never 
been able to take the trophy. William Emerson and Peter Webb 
playing a 5goal handicap were the highest ranked players in the 
team. Argentina and Pakistan did not qualify for the podium but 
did play enthusiastically and bravely. Argentina has won the title 
four times before (1987, 1992, 1998 and 2011, more often than any 
other country) and has defeated all five recent participants in past 
tournaments. Pakistan’s best result in Polo World Championships, 
which they have now attended for the third time, was a seventh 
place in 2004. Pakistan and India are the only representatives from 
Asia to take part in FIP World Championships. 

The breath-taking final between Chile and the USA was completed by the golden goal of Mario Silva (2) from Chile.

#4 england (14)
George Pearson (2)
Jack hyde (2)
William Emerson (5)
Peter Webb (5)

#5 argentina (14)
Pablo Ávalos (2)
Marcos Panelo (4)
Bautista Bayugar (5)
Salvador Jauretche (3) 

#6 pakistan (14)
Ahmed Ali Tiwana (4)
Bilal haye (2)
Saquib Khakwani (4)
Rqaya Sami Ullah (4)
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By halina schmidT   PhOTOGRAPhy nacho corbalan

historic success: La Dolfina wins the Argentine Triple Crown for the 
 second time in a row, a feat that only one other team has managed.

Pablo Mac Donough (left) of winning team La Dolfina fighting against Gonzalo Pieres of team Ellerstina in the final of the Argentine Open.
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In the preliminary round of the Argentine Open, Ellerstina defeated La Aguada Las Monjitas by 16-12. In the picture: Ignatius Du Plessis (8) 
 fighting against Eduardo Novillo Astrada (9).
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Polo action at the Argentine Open, the most important polo tournament in the world: 1 Alegría (pink shirts) defeated La Aguada Las Monjitas by a 
narrow margin, 12-11 2 10-goaler Miguel Novillo Astrada, team La Aguada (white shirts), being chased by Valerio Zubiaurre (7), team Miramar
3 Polito Pieres (9) played for team Alegría at the Argentine Open 4 Team La Aguada, wearing yellow shirts, fought against Magual on the first day 
of the 2014 Argentine Open 5 In the final of the Argentine Open team Ellerstina was defeated by La Dolfina by 14-12.

1

4

2

5

3
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Last December, the 121st HSBC Argentine Open, the most impor
tant polo tournament in the world, marked the high point of a suc
cessful season for La Dolfina. In the final, the team, which com
prises the four 10goalers Adolfo Cambiaso, Pablo Mac Donough, 
Juan Martín Nero and David Stirling, met their longstanding rivals 
Ellerstina, made up by Facundo Pieres (10), Gonzalo Pieres (10), 
Nicolás Pieres (9) and Ignatius Du Plessis (8). In the hotly contested 
match that took place in the famous “Cathedral of Polo” in Pal
ermo, both teams competed fiercely for victory and both sides were 
guilty of fouls. The spectators cheered them on and followed each 
goal with excitement. At the end of the last chukka, La Dolfina was 
ahead of Ellerstina by two goals and left the pitch as the glorious 
winner with a final result of 1412.

The team had already won the Tortugas Open and Hurlingham 
Open and with the victory at the Argentine Open, La Dolfina once 
again secured the Argentine Triple Crown. The team has written 
history in this regard: after Coronel Suárez, La Dolfina is only the 
second team to have managed to win the Triple Crown twice in a 
row. The legendary team under Juan Carlos Harriott achieved this 
same feat with their victories in 1974 and 1975.

This was, however, just the highlight in a long line of successes for 
the team under polo superstar Cambiaso. For all those who have 
followed the tournaments in the Argentine Triple Crown avidly 
over the past few years, the La Dolfina victory hardly came as a 
surprise. The team seems to be unbeatable at the moment and can 
now look back on an impressive run of 22 successes in a row in the 
Triple Crown tournaments, not to mention the fact that it remained 
unbeaten in all its matches in the Triple Crown 2013 and 2014.

At the Argentine Open, the third leg of the Triple Crown and 
annual highlight of the Argentinian polo season, La Dolfina has 
enjoyed a similar success story: out of the 15 times it has taken 
part in the tournament, the team has achieved a place in the final 
14 times. The team currently has eight wins under its belt. For 
Adolfo Cambiaso, currently the best polo player in the world and 
at the top of the World Polo Tour rankings, this was his eleventh 
victory at the Argentine Open in Palermo. In addition to his eight 
victories with La Dolfina (2002, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 
2013 and 2014), he also achieved the title with Ellerstina in 1994, 

final of The
2014 argenTine open 

final result:
La Dolfina 14-12 Ellerstina 

progression:
#1 Chukka: 2-2
#2 Chukka: 4-4 
#3 Chukka: 7-5
#4 Chukka: 9-6
#5 Chukka: 11-8
#6 Chukka: 12-9
#7 Chukka: 14-11
#8 Chukka: 14-12

goal scorers la dolfina: 
Adolfo Cambiaso (9 goals) 
David Stirling (4 goals) 
Juan Martín Nero (1 goal)

goal scorers ellerstina: 
Facundo Pieres (10 goals)
Gonzalo Pieres (1 goal)
Nicolás Pieres (1 goal)

Top scorer: 
Facundo Pieres, 10 goals

most Valuable player: 
David Stirling

fouls:
La Dolfina: 19
Ellerstina: 29

Throw-ins won:
La Dolfina: 19
Ellerstina: 15

effectivity in penalty shots:
La Dolfina: 7/12
Ellerstina: 9/9

1997 and 1998. He is thus currently sixth on the winners’ list in 
the Argentine Open history books – ahead of him are Juan Carlos 
Harriott (20 victories), Horacio Antonio Heguy (19 wins), Alberto 
Pedro Heguy (17 wins), Alfredo Harriott (13 wins) and Enrique 
Alberdi (12 wins).

Looking now to the future, there are changes afoot for the Triple 
Crown this year. The most important news in terms of the teams is 
Polito Pieres, who started playing with the highest possible handi
cap of 10 goals from this year, switching from team Alegría to team 
Ellerstina. In 2015, he will start all three tournaments in the Triple 
Crown alongside his cousins Facundo, Gonzalo and Nicolás Pieres, 
replacing their brotherinlaw Mariano Aguerre. The latter injured 
his shoulder in the Argentine Open last year and was replaced by 

Ignatius Du Plessis for the remainder of the tournament. Polito 
Pieres’ place in team Alegría will be occupied by Magoo Laprida, 
who has played for La Aguada Las Monjitas for the past three years.

There are always discussions as to how the Triple Crown can be 
improved, including in terms of the number of teams, the location 
of the qualifying matches and the tournament system. Spreading 
matches across several playing days has also been discussed: at the 
start of April, Francisco Dorignac, President of the Argentine Polo 
Association, raised the possibility of the 2 pm match being elimi
nated from this year’s Argentine Open. This is an issue that players 
and critics have campaigned in favour of for a long time. The pre
liminary matches at the Argentine Open are usually played across 
three weekends, always on Saturdays and Sundays at 2 pm and 4.30 

pm. The final takes place on the Sunday of the fourth weekend. If 
the new rules are implemented, this would mean that the three pre
liminary weekends would be four days long, with one match played 
on each day from Thursday to Sunday. The Argentine Open matches 
would thus be spread over a greater number of match days and the 
disadvantage for some teams of playing at 2 pm in hot November 
temperatures would be eliminated.

However, one thing is clear: when the “Cathedral del Polo” in 
 Palermo is once again the location for the final of the Argentine 
Open at the beginning of December, polo aficionados across the 
world will watch with bated breath to see which teams meet each 
other in the most important match of the year and whether there 
will be another winner of the Triple Crown. 

The victory of La Dolfina in the final of the Argentine Open was celebrated enthusiastically.

Award ceremony at the 2014 Argentine Open with winning team La 
Dolfina.
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By maría paula fernandez
PhOTOGRAPhy lila phoTo, 

museum of polo

Another edit ion of 
the U.S. Open Polo 
Championship has 
come to an end and 
Adolfo Cambiaso (10), 
together with his team 
Valiente, took the tro-
phy home. POLO+10 
takes a look at the his-
tory of this prestigious 
tournament.
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Divot stomp at the 2015 edition of the U.S. Open.
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The scoreboard showing 119 on Sunday, 19 March 2015 in 
 Wellington, Florida, marked the victory of Valiente over Orchard 
Hill in the U.S. Open. After two consecutive defeats in the 2013 
and 2014 editions, patron Bob Jornayvaz, who had been waging an 
outstanding campaign with 10goaler Adolfo Cambiaso, raised the 
coveted trophy surrounded by cheering polo aficionados. 

The U.S. Open Polo Championship was played for the first time in 
1904 at Van Cortlandt Park, located in the Bronx, New York City. 
Back then, New York was the epicentre of the sport in the United 
States of America, and the game was extremely popular, attract
ing a big crowd. This first Open featured just two teams, the Wan
derers and the Freebooters, who played a single match: in that edi
tion, the Wanderers quartet formed by Randolph Snowden, John 

Cowdin, and Laurence and J.M. Waterbury were the first ones 
to win. After 1904, the Open took a hiatus until 1910, when the 
second edition took place at Narragansett Pier, also in New York. 
Meadow Brook Polo Club was the third location that saw the tour
nament continue, and after several pauses, including one during 
the war years, the Open has continued without interruption since 
1946. This prestigious competition has experienced many high
lights through the years and has also been played in various loca
tions. The Gracida family holds the record of 36 Opens won by 
family members, and one of them, Guillermo “Memo” Gracida Jr., 
is the absolute recordbreaker of the championship, with 16 wins 
throughout his outstanding career. His late brother Carlos Gracida 
comes in second with 9 wins, and Julio Gracida gave the family its 
36th U.S. Open trophy in 2005. 

3 John Wash, Brenda DuPont, Ken Adams and George DuPont 4 Richard Gaff and Danni Melita 5 Facundo 
Pieres and his Best Playing Pony Frenchita 6 Adolfo Cambiaso celebrates the win 7 The winners of the 2015 
edition, team Valiente: Adolfo Cambiaso, Guillermo Terrera, Alejo Taranco and Bob Jornayvaz.

1 Facundo Pieres defends the ball against Alejo Taranco in the 2015 U.S. Open finals 2 Team Orchard hill faced team Valiente in the final game of 
the 2015 edition at the International Polo Club Palm Beach in Wellington, Florida.

20 year hisTory of 
The open in florida

2015 Valiente
2014 Alegría 
2013 Zacara 
2012 Zacara 
2011 Lechuza Caracas  
2010 Crab Orchard  
2009 Audi  
2008 Crab Orchard 
2007 Crab Orchard  
2006 Las Monjitas 
2005 White Birch 
2004 Isla Carroll 
2003 C Spear  
2002 Coca-Cola  
2001 Outback  
2000 Outback  
1999 Outback  
1998 Escue  
1997 Isla Carroll  
1996 Outback
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In 2002, the businessman and patron of the Isla Carroll 
Polo team John B. Goodman started the construction of 
the International Polo Club Palm Beach (IPC), adding three 
more fields to the previous two tournamentquality fields 
he already had, as well as a stadium, a pool, two tennis 
courts, a bar and restaurant. Thus the prestigious club was 
born and later continued to expand and become one of the 
best polo clubs in the world. The U.S. Open had been held 
in South Florida since 1996, but in 2004 it moved to the 
IPC, where it still takes place now. 

Due to the interruptions that the tournament suffered in 
the first half of the 1900s, this is the 99th edition of the 
U.S. Open. In this year’s edition of the U.S. Open, eight 
teams including the best polo players from around the globe 
once again gathered in the Wellington polo mecca to write 
a new chapter of polo history. The tournament is the last 
part of the American Triple Crown, which also includes 
the C.V. Whitney Cup, won this year by Valiente’s quin
tessential rival Orchard Hill (Steve Van Andel, Ezequiel 
 Martínez  Ferrario, Polito Pieres and Facundo Pieres), and 

the Piaget Gold Cup USPA, where Audi, formed by Fred 
Mannix,  Rodrigo Ribeiro de Andrade, Marc Ganzi and 
Gonzalo Pieres Jr., was the winning team. 

Team Valiente with Adolfo Cambiaso, Bob Jornayvaz, Guille 
Terrera and Alejo Taranco showed outstanding efforts and 
the strongest desire to win, and not even the injuries of  
Jornayvaz and Cambiaso could keep them from achieving 
this ultimate goal. This U.S. Open was the 7th one for 
Adolfo Cambiaso, who previously won the American Tri
ple Crown in 2010 with his team Crab Orchard. At 40 years 
old, which he turned just a few days before his win, the 
Argentine polo extraordinaire proved his winning quali
ties all over again in the starspangled lands of Wellington. 

Polo aficionados are now counting the days to the 2016 edi
tion of the nation’s most respected polo tournament, and 
one thing is certain already: the polo battle will be full of 
renewed adrenaline.  

www.internationalpoloclub.com

8 Gulfstream vs. Aknusti at the U.S. Open in 1941 9 Prize-giving ceremony at the 1962 edition 10 1972 U.S. Open: Del Carroll, 
Tommy Wayman, Joe Barry and Robert Uihlein 11 Crowd watches the presentation of the tournament in 1937 12 1999: Team 
Outback with Tim Gannon, Jeff Blake, Adolfo Cambiaso and Lolo Castagnola 13 Billy Post at the 1935 edition of the tournament 
14 1937 U.S. Open: Winston Guest, Cecil Smith and Stewart Iglehart go after the ball.
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LOK Law Solicitors 
The Old Court House
Ascot SL5 7EN
 
t +44 (0) 1344 620 344
f +44 (0) 1344 297 344

K@KLaw.biz
www.KLaw.biz 

Since 2006
K Law has been a private practice English law firm

Off the field the K Law Team takes the winning rules of polo into the heart of client’s 
matters, picks a good line and drives it forward hard until the goal is reached. Our aim 

is to get there fast and skillfully, for you.

We do conveyancing for agricultural, equine and high end properties in the South of 
England, we do tax planning for individuals and family offices, we give sound 
commercial advice, we specialise in Employment Law, Landlord & Tenant matters, Wills, 

probate and legal issues concerning private clients.

We will always look at your problem and see how we can help.

ON THE BALL

Authorised and Regulated by the 
Solicitors Regulation 
Authority Number 445546

The Solicitors Code of Conduct
is accessible from www.sra.org.uk

VAT registration number 
889 9271 41
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h
atFoR thai polo

trick
By halina schmidT   PhOTOGRAPhy dominic James

The sixth edition of the BMW-B.Grimm Thai Polo Open was marked by a great 
success for the hosts: the Thai Polo & Equestrian Club team accomplished a 
hat trick by winning the tournament for the third time in a row.

1 Four teams fought for victory of the 6th BMW-B.Grimm Thai Polo Open 2 Award ceremony with all participating teams 3 The inaugural South-
east Asian Polo Awards were held following the final match 4 Many spectators came to see the polo matches of the Thai Open.

In January, one of the most soughtafter events in the region, 
the 6th BMWB.Grimm Thai Polo Open, was once again held 
at the Thai Polo & Equestrian Club in Pattaya. Over the course 
of two weeks, four teams with handicaps of 10 to 12 goals com
peted against each other. Thai Polo, consisting of Harald Link (0), 
 Caroline Link (0), Pedro Fernandez Llorente (5) and Agustin 
 Garcia Grossi (7), went through the tournament undefeated and 
was also successful in the final match. The foursome won against 
Windson Rao (0), Tommy Martinez (3), Damian Marco (2) and 
Pablo Jauretche (7) of team Fast Fish by 85. 

This meant a hat trick for the host team: for the third time in a 
row, the Thai Polo & Equestrian Club team became the winner of 
the tournament. Princess Sirivannavari Nariratana presented the 
prizes to the various competitors, and also gave a bouquet of flow
ers to winning patron Harald Link in honour of his 60th birthday. 
As in past years, the event again raised funds for the Chitralada 
Vocational School. HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn’s char
ity helps disadvantaged people to get access to education.

In addition to the exciting polo matches, watched by the enthusias
tic audience with great interest, the event organisers had arranged 
an extensive social programme for guests on Saturday. The enter
taining day concluded with a fireworks display and then a cocktail 

party. Prior to the party getting underway, the inaugural South
east Asian Polo Awards took place, with the winners of the three 
competitions held during 2014 by the Royal Malaysian Polo Asso
ciation (RMPA) being honoured. The International Award was 
won by Thai Polo, the National League Award went to the Wind
horse team, while the Merdeka League Award was bestowed on 
the La Sarita team.

about thai polo & equestrian club
The Thai Polo & Equestrian Club is located 150 kilometres from 
the capital, Bangkok, in the beach resort of Pattaya. It opened in 
2005 under the direction of Harald Link, CEO of B.Grimm Group, 
and Ms Nunthinee Tanner, coowner of the Thai Polo & Eques
trian Club, and has since turned Thailand into an international 
centre for polo and equestrian sports in East Asia. With wooded 
hills as a backdrop and its beautifully landscaped setting covering 
800 acres, the club has evolved to include a full range of world
class equestrian sporting facilities, including three fullsized polo 
fields, two practice fields, an eventing and endurance course, 
crosscountry, dressage and show jumping stabling for 250 ponies, 
numerous paddocks and the renowned Rege Ludwig International  
Polo School (see page 104). 

www.thai-polo-club.com
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st.
moritz

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy swiss images

Chris hyde was announced the first Arena 
10-goaler ever from Great Britain in April. With 
team Cartier he won the Snow Polo World Cup 
St. Moritz in January for the third time in a row.
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1 The tent village 2 The polo ponies are kept warm after the match 
3 Audience 4 Dr. Piero Dillier, Chairman of Evviva Polo St. Moritz Ltd 
5 Player Jamie Morrisen at the audience tribune 6 Antonio d’Aurelio, 
Christian Dunkelberg, Christina holte and Irina Gaudenzi 7 Lando
Simonetti, founder of La Martina, with his wife and Enrico Roselli
(La Martina Europe) 8 In red Chris hyde, winner and best player of 
the tournament 9 Fabio Francesco Filograsso and Rudolf Berglehner,
FIPA Group 10 John Wright, Chairman of the hurlingham Polo Asso-
ciation and his wife 11 Dressed up for St. Moritz 12 Polo spectator 
13 Matteo Beffa (Legacy Polo) and Giacomo Benelli (FIPA Group) 
14 Good entertainment by huw Lewis 15 Green shirt: Pepe Riglos 
playing with the Swiss guys for Trois Pommes 16 Cédric Schweri, Pepe 
Riglos and Thomas Wolfensberger at the team presentation 17 Fashion
Show at Badrutt’s Palace 18 Piki Diaz Alberdi with Louis Garrahan
(Polo International) and his wife María Lía 19 Famous Adrian Laplacette
and Thomas Rinderknecht 20 Team presentation by Reto Gaudenzi.
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Thirty years ago, in January of 1985, the world’s firstever 
polo tournament on snow took place on “Top of the World” 
in St. Moritz. Now the inventor of the fast sport on snow, 
the local Reto Gaudenzi, returned to his roots. He took 
over the management of the event backed by his team from 
Evviva Polo St. Moritz Ltd. “We worked hard and were 
faced with difficult weather conditions during the prep
arations. Finally, we are proud to have made it a perfect 
success; it was simply sensational. That was St. Moritz at 
its best, and we will be back next year.” With a sensa
tional 102.5 win over team BMW, team Cartier won the 
31st Snow Polo World Cup 2015 in St. Moritz. Winning the 
tournament for the third time in a row, team Cartier com
pleted the hattrick. The 6goaler Chris Hyde from  England 
scored his team to victory; there was no way past him. 
Hyde played with a 9goal arena handicap in  England, 
making him one of the world’s best arena players. In April 
he was announced the first arena 10goaler from Great 
Britain. An overwhelming victory for team Cartier. “Reto 
Gaudenzi won the St. Moritz tournament five times – we 
want to repeat that,” said Guillaume Alix, Managing Direc
tor of Cartier Switzerland. After the game, polo pro Chris 
Hyde, playing for the winning team and scoring five of the 
final’s ten goals, praised the high level of the tournament. 

“Yesterday’s game (against Badrutt’s Palace) was one of the 
best snow polo games I ever played in or anyone has ever 
seen, I think,” said the scorer of the threetimes winning 
team. “The conditions were superb – today and yesterday, 
that’s the best I’ve ever played on.”

For many years, after Gaudenzi had started to address other 
tasks, St. Moritz Polo AG was responsible for organising 
the tournament, the last time in 2014. Then the organis
ers threw in the towel and the future of the tournament 
was uncertain. Reto Gaudenzi, who today organises polo 
tournaments all over the world, now steps in and returns 
to St. Moritz. In association with his friends and Swiss polo 
personalities Dr. Piero Dillier, Andy Küchel, Werner Meier 
and Thomas Rinderknecht, he founded the Evviva Polo 
St. Moritz AG in Spring 2014 to guarantee the continu
ance of the snow classic in St. Moritz. Reto Gaudenzi: “The 
uncertainty about the future of this sporting and social 
highlight in St. Moritz kept on bothering us. Friends of 
polo from all over the world encouraged us to once again 
assume the responsibility for the tournament in St. Moritz 
and to lead it to a secure future.” 

www.snowpolo-stmoritz.com 

The tournament was a great success with the public – more than 12,000 spectators attended the games. Bottom right: The 
inventor of Polo on Snow is back: Reto Gaudenzi promises to set up the venue again in 2016.

HE WORLD JUST GOT SMALLERT

MAX SPEED: MACH 0.925
MAX RANGE: 12,964 KM
MAX ALTITUDE: 15,545 M

Range shown is based on NBAA IFR theoretical range at Mach 0.85 with eight passengers. Actual range 
will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options and other factors. 

With every technological advance, the world shrinks a bit more. Aboard the Gulfstream G650™, 

the fastest ultralong-range certified civilian aircraft in existence, intercontinental travel has 

never been quicker or more comfortable. So if travel means the world to you, spend more 

time at your destination than getting there.

To contact a Gulfstream sales representative 
in your area, visit gulfstream.com/contacts.    GULFSTREAMG650.COM
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The Hublot Polo Cup Ascona is looking forward to its next edition from 1619 July 2015. 
Review 2014: in addition to the four teams with twelve players and their 60 horses, around 
3,000 spectators came to watch the exciting matches played in high temperatures. The 
huge interest of the media, the organisation and the topnotch catering of “Le Gourmet” 
made the event an unforgettable experience for both players and guests alike. The win
ning team of the 2014 Hublot Polo Cup Ascona was team Engel & Völkers, consisting of 
Piero Dillier (0), Uwe Zimmermann (1) and Lucas Labat (6). Cédric Schweri (0), Thomas 
Wolfensberger (1) and Martin Riglos (4) of team Podium Swiss & Loris Kessel Lugano 
were placed second.

Over the past six years, enchanting Ascona has become the new polo paradise on Lago 
Maggiore. Thanks to its love of detail, the Polo Club Ascona has made the threeday polo 
event in Ticino an elegant meeting place for international friends and somewhere where 
highquality polo is guaranteed. This year, they intend once again to make their excel
lent parties another unforgettable experience. A partner country sets the tone every year: 
2014 it was Russia’s turn. In 2015 Ascona will welcome Brazil. The venue will start with 
a glamorous welcome party at the Hotel Eden Rock on the shores of Lago Maggiore. The 
chancellor of Ticino and first consul of the Brazilian Embassy in Switzerland will attend 
the official opening on 17 July 2015. An elegant “White Players Party” will follow in the 
evening on the island of Brissago. All guests will be taken to the island by boat. Next morn
ing the traditional parade with all polo players and Bentleys through the village of Ascona 
will draw people’s attention towards the polo games which start at 7.30 pm. After the polo 
by night chukkas, the polo community willl enjoy an allnight long colourful Brazilian 
party. Following a leisurely family brunch on Sunday, the finals and the charity auction 
for the benefit of the Erika Medweth Foundation in Brazil will complete the Hublot Polo 
Cup Ascona 2015.  

Teams 2015

styger / podium
Marcus Schalldach (BR), TC (1)
Bruce Colley (USA) (1)  
Guilerme Lins (BR) (5) 

giardino / fipa
Michael husted (DK), TC (0)
Matteo Beffa (Ch) (-1) 
Ross Ainsley (AUS) (5) 

engel & Völkers / bentley
Cédric Schweri (Ch), TC (0) 
Carlos Spruengli (Ch) (1) 
Martin Riglos (ARG) (4) 

ecovis / myTowel
Piero Dillier (Ch ) (0) 
Philipp Zimmermann (h/GER) (0) 
& Uwe Zimmermann (h/GER), TC (1) 
Lucas Labat (ARG) (6) 

Official Supplier: La Martina

www.poloclubascona.ch

inteRnational

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy kriszTina zimmermann

It will be exotic, tropical and spirited in idyllic Ascona when Brazil becomes the partner country of the hublot Polo Cup 
Ascona in July 2015. Excitement guaranteed.

Friends

Enchanting Ascona by night. The traditional polo parade through the village of Ascona takes place on Saturday July 18th.1 The Organising Committee of the Ascona Polo Cup: Uwe Zimmermann and his beautiful wife Krizstina, Nicole Pandiscia, Margret and Jürgen
Sauer. These people are highly talented in creating breath-taking events and decorations and giving friends from all over the world a warm wel-
come 2 Arena polo in Ascona is fast and exciting because of the solid soil and well-maintained pitch 3 Russian girls 2014 4 One of the most 
beautiful VIP areas in European polo can be found at the Polo Cup Ascona.

1 2

3 4
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and so mUch moRe
Polo 
nature, 

By maría paula fernández   PhOTOGRAPhy Tierra Tropical

San Pancho, in the Mexican state of Nayarit, is a rural community best known for its 
touristic appeal. This town on the Riviera Nayarita is surrounded by tropical forests rich in 
biodiversity. This is where La Patrona Polo and Equestrian Club was born, based around 
the idea of promoting and developing polo in this special region, helping to position Mexico 
as an international polo destination.
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La Patrona Polo & Equestrian Club will open its doors at the end of 
2015, allowing visitors to experience polo in a new way, in perfect 
harmony with nature and the energy of the tropics. The polo club is 
part of Tierra Tropical, a development that aims to achieve perfect 
harmony between its equestrian and seaside tourism activities and 
projects aimed at environmental conservation and local progress. 
Its design and development have been undertaken by a multidis
ciplinary Mexican group with a comprehensive vision and a glo
bal approach: the project’s infrastructure has been designed with 
the strictest environmental safeguards and care. The club’s staff 
has been recruited with an emphasis on hiring locals, who have 
committed to the training required by their trades: from dressage 
riders to cooks and polo players, they all understand their job as a 
path towards human development. La Patrona will also include a 
Cultural and Culinary Center that will connect its activities with 
the larger San Pancho community, strengthening its commitment 
to the cultural development of the region. This marriage between 
culture and nature is the core inspiration for the project.

La Patrona will offer a wide range of equestrian disciplines, such 
as vaulting, show jumping, combined driving and dressage. There 
will also be facilities for equine therapy and a stateoftheart 
equine spa and horse infirmary with an operating room. The club’s 

exceptional stables are designed to optimize comfort for the horses 
and grooms and have the capacity to house 120 horses. The polo 
and equestrian club continues to evolve, with facilities and amen
ities being optimized and project goals consolidated.

Surrounded by a jungle landscape, palm groves and orchards, this 
club amazes visitors with its incredibly designed facilities. Its struc
tures have been built in harmony with the topography of the land 
– there are no clashes between them and the facilities seem to rise 
naturally out of the forest. There is no one architectural style, but 
the design is based on landscape studies conducted during the first 
phase of the project. All of the wood used in construction at the 
site has been purchased from certified sustainable logging oper
ations and the materials are mostly locally sourced, in line with 
the project’s goals of utilizing local resources and manpower. The 
buildings collect and reuse rainwater and energy use has also been 
optimized.

In terms of polo, the club has been planned as a topnotch inter
national destination and has its own horses. There are currently 
two polo fields: an indoor arena, expected to be the best in the 
Americas upon completion, and the club’s centerpiece, the Jaguar 
Field, which was designed incorporating advice from Alejandro 

Battro. An additional polo field will be added in the future. There 
are also plans to open a polo academy and host tournaments for 
all of the equestrian activities performed at the club. The directors 
have an openminded attitude towards the club’s operations: they 
believe that everyone can play polo, regardless of their level, age, 
sex, or background. La Patrona has a competitive component but 
it is above all a space for training and recreation, allowing both 
beginners and professionals to get the most out of their polo expe
rience and continue to grow as players.

In the last week of April, polo journalists were invited to visit La 
Patrona to observe the progress of the project, appreciate the nat
ural landscape and see the quality of its facilities for themselves. 
Two exhibition matches were played, one in the indoor arena and 
another on the Jaguar Field. The club invited polo stars Nic Roldan, 
Brandon Phillips, Chris Kampsen, Martín Tassara and Javier 
Herrera to play with San Pancho locals Gabrielle Webber, Iván 
Echeverría, Tomás Elliot and Sebastian Dawnay over the course of 
two days filled with excellent polo, amazing food, cultural activi
ties and the warmest Mexican hospitality that one could wish for. 
“There is something incredibly special about this place,” was one 
of the opinions heard between chukkas. “The field is amazing, not 
only because of its quality and the way it drains, but the whole 

ethos of the project with its natural and cultural preservation, the 
premises, the friendly atmosphere and the amazing architecture 
are just perfect. Although we travel a lot in polo, I have never 
seen something like this before, we are all amazed and extremely 
pleased.”

As the invitees could see for themselves, a trip to La Patrona is an 
opportunity to open your mind to a unique way of life in which 
polo does not imply any social status and the sport itself can even 
be a distraction from the main attraction: the locals, the natural 
and cultural richness and the magic of San Pancho.

The impression you get from a visit to La Patrona Polo & Equestrian 
Club is that it is not your usual polo destination and it is more than 
just a pretty place: the natural landscape merges beautifully with the 
club’s built structures. None of the elements that comprise the site 
can be separated, forming a harmonious whole that allows you to 
rest your mind, have a laugh with your friends, enjoy the surround
ings and feel at home. As soon as you step foot in the place, you are 
overcome with a feeling of inner peace as the freshest air enters your 
lungs. A truly unforgettable and extraordinary experience. 

www.lapatronapoloclub.com

1 The Jaguar field, a world-class polo pitch 2 The “higuera”, a centennial tree that the developers of La Patrona decided to preserve, and 
 adjusted the Jaguar field in order to respect it 3 Gabrielle Weber and Nic Roldan enjoy a polo exhibition at the indoor arena.

4 The hosts and their star guests after the match 5 Martin Tassara and Brandon Phillips in action 6 The state-of-the-art stables for 120 horses 
7 Nic Roldan and Ivan Echeverria.
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Around the world, night polo is played for many different pur
poses, mostly flood lit polo can be found in places where the heat 
of the day is just too much to bear. From the UAE across the con
tinents to the USA and even south to Argentina, you can find polo 
players and clubs playing night polo. So why not do the same in 
Barbados? This year was a first for The Apes Hill Golf, Polo and 
Tennis community, adding something new to the mix and brining 
a little extra to the island of Barbados. The Apes Hill Polo field is 
an international sized filed which means 300 yards of flood lights 
to be considered which was an easy task for Apes Hill Club, the 
hard part was placing glitter stars on 86 of the horses in the stables. 

With a completely sold out crowd that varied from VIP Marquee 
down to Party Lounge spending the night enjoying two polo 
matches, an international DJ from Ibiza and a special perform
ance from BLAKE. The first match being a 2goal followed by the 
main match being a 10goal. International players included Jamie 
La Hardy, Oliver Taylor, Gaston Diverent and a few more. 

Plans for next year’s event are already being organized turning 
Apes Hill Polo Club into the home of night polo. Next year will 
consist of a 4team entry and will extend over a long weekend. 
Next years night polo tournament will be Barbados vs The World. 
Do you think your team can take us on? Sir Charles Williams who 
played for Apes Hill Blue, at his fine age of 82, is still a fierce com
petitor and still playing polo like a spry young man. He is the man 

polo by niGht
barbados

By camilla williams   PhOTOGRAPhy andre williams

The Apes hill Polo Club in Barbados “Polo Under the Stars” event was a major 
success! This year Apes hill Polo has gone bigger and better with its first inau-
gural event for night polo. 

1 VIP marquee 2 Ladies of the Barbados night polo 3 Prizegiving: Team Williams Equipment from left: Stuart Gill, Pablo Crespin, Stephen 
Williams and Linda Williams, Team Apes hill Blue from left: Damian Luke, Adam Deane, Sir Charles Williams, Philip Atwell and Moet sponsor  
4 Prizegiving: Team Digicel from left Jeff Evelyn, Oliver Taylor, Jamie Dickson, Oliver Williams, Moet Chandon Sponsors. Team Virgin Atlantic from 
left: Danny Atwell, Teddy Williams, Richard Gooding and Marc Atwell.

behind everything Apes Hill, his passion has always been horse’s 
and especially polo. He has spent his life building his dream and 
a hobby with quite a price tag on the side. His family follows in 
his foot steps with his sons, Stephen Williams, Teddy Williams, 
his daughterinlaw Linda Williams and grandson Oliver Williams 
who all have polo in their blood. The two players that have been 
gaining much attention these days, Mark Atwel (Virgin Atlantic) 
and Adam Deane (Apes Hill Blue), are making their way up the 
handicap ladder, especially Adam who has now gotten the nick
name Pro. Oliver Taylor (Team Digicel), professional polo player 
has been coming to Barbados for longer than I can remember. He 
comes from another line of polo players and for the last few years, 
Oliver has made Apes Hill Club and Barbados his polo home for 
the winter season. When not playing polo, he is busy enjoying the 
rest of the island, surfing, and nightlife. One of the most impor
tant player’s on the field is Jamie Dickson (Team Digicel). Jamie 
learned to play polo in England at Cowdray Park and turned pro
fessional after leaving school at 18. He has played all over the 
world including, Chile, New Zealand, Ireland and more. Jamie 
was not a stranger to Barbados or Apes Hill polo and decided in 
2003 to return to the island of Barbados where he took the role of 
Polo Manager for Apes Hill Club. Not only is he a manager, but he 
is responsible for over 14 polo players in the stables and all their 
needs. 

www.apeshillclub.com
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Christopher Kirsch (3) on his mare Classica, riding next to Dominik Velazquez. Classica is the first horse from Kirsch‘s own Aspern Uno stud farm 
and is six years old today.

tour

german

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy Valeria ceTraro

The German Polo Tour has been the top polo league in Germany since 
2010, and with six locations across the country, it is also the first and 
top league in the country. In 2015, the German high Goal Champion-
ship at Gut Aspern will also form part of the tour.

polo
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As the top polo series and league in German polo sport, the Ger
man Polo Tour (GPT), which was founded in 2010, is now highly 
regarded by players and sponsors alike. Founder Christopher 
Kirsch: “We are now in the situation where the sponsors come to 
us both with a desire to establish more locations and also apply 
with fullyfunctioning tournaments that they want integrated into 
the tour.” Polo players from twelve nations have applied for the 
German Polo Tour in 2015, a total of 38 teams with 152 players 
and 800 horses.

A particular highlight this year is the German Polo High Goal 
Championship as part of the German Polo Tour at Gut Aspern near 
Hamburg. “That will be an amazing event for which we have the 
perfect prerequisites at Gut Aspern. With two fullsized polo pit
ches and an infrastructure of stalls, parking areas and a specta
tor area, we are able to realise a highquality tournament.” Major 

international companies such as the Swiss jeweller Bucherer, 
Germany‘s oldest private bank Berenberg and Land Rover support 
the league across the country as sponsors. “This continuous pre
sence is something that the sponsors value because they can pre
sent themselves as longterm partners of the sport in a very exclu
sive environment and invite their guests.” 

This year, there will be a change of venue in the RhineMain area. 
Up until now, chukkas have been played on the pitch at Oberur
sel, but for the German Polo Tour 2015, they will be played on the 
Frankfurt Polo Club complex. “Because of this change in venue, we 
will increase the number of teams in Frankfurt from four to six. 
Almost all the players who played in the Frankfurt Gold Cup want 
to take part in our tournament.” Some of the players in Frankfurt 
do not meet the handicap criteria of 1 yet and are not allowed to 
play the tournament. This lower handicap limit of 1 is also set at 

1 heino and MJ Ferch have played in the Bucherer Polo Cup in Munich for many years 2 Jan-Erik Franck (world‘s best polo presenter) with 
 Christopher Kirsch in front of the camera 3 Spectators in Bavarian costume 4 Jacinto Crotto (6) from team Sowiniec 5 Evening asado in authentic 
Argentinian style 6 Ian Buchanan on Truco from ytacua stud farm 7 At the Land Rover and Engel & Völkers stand, guests had the opportunity to 
get their first own experiences in polo.

The Legendary: groom Ramon Vega on the stallion halloween, owned by Christopher Kirsch. At the tender age of five, the stallion won the 
 German high Goal Championship in 2012 at Berlin‘s Maifeld. 

daTes of The 2015 german polo Tour

bucherer polo cup – munich
29-31 May 2015, Munich / holzkirchen 

berenberg high goal cup – düsseldorf
12-14 June 2015, Düsseldorf 

berenberg polo-derby – hamburg
26-28 June 2015, hamburg 

inTernaTional german championship –  
bucherer high goal – guT aspern – hamburg
3-12 July 2015, hamburg / Gut Aspern 

polo Trophy – frankfurT
4-6 September 2015, Frankfurt 

bucherer polo cup – berlin
25-27 September 2015, Berlin   / hoppegarten 

1 2

3 4

5 6 7
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8 Berenberg is Germany‘s oldest private bank and has been one of the biggest supporters of the sport in Germany since 2001. 
In the picture: Argentinian polo player Jacinto Crotto 9 Cédric Schweri, international polo player from Switzerland. This past 
year, Cédric opened his Rancho Tinto in Argentina close to the Riglos family farm. Both the Riglos and Schweri polo estates are 
located inside a compound that constitutes one of the oldest farms in the province, Estancia San Martín, Buenos Aires, just four 
hours away from the capital city 10 Polo spectators at the German Polo Tour 11 The Swiss jeweller Bucherer has also been a 
 title and team sponsor of the German Polo Tour for many years.

Munich and Berlin / Hoppegarten. For the three other tour
naments on the tour the handicap limit is 0. The German 
Polo Tour will surely be an incentive for some Frankfurt 
players to improve their handicaps over the coming year 
in order to be able to play there in 2016. The Bucherer Polo 
Cup in Hoppegarten, Berlin will still be included and takes 
place at the end of September. 

The traditional racecourse with its unique atmosphere has 
managed to move from a lowly position to the top of the 
German racing world over the past few years. The com
plex is meticulously maintained the whole year round and 
there has long been an interest in polo here. Christopher 
Kirsch: “In 2016, we will also include Stuttgart in the Ger
man Polo Tour. A tournament may yet take place there 
this year. More and more sponsors, including international 

companies, are approaching us and expressing their wishes 
in terms of locations. We are currently checking Bremen 
out as a possible match location. This would mean that the 
Tour is represented evenly across Germany.” 

“However, the prerequisite is that the conditions are sui
table. The quality of the pitch and infrastructure must be 
adequate and meet the standards of the Tour. The sport 
needs flagship events where highquality playing is show
cased in a good atmosphere.” With the constancy and con
tinuity that the Tour brings to the sport, Kirsch wants to 
increase the loyalty of spectators, as well as offer sponsors 
a longterm presence. 

www.poloplus10.com
www.pegasusevents.de

8 9

10 11



berlin
Welcome to

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy seVendays poloeVenT

From 21-30 August 2015 the Engel & Völkers Berlin Maifeld Polo Cup will host its international high goal tournament. In 
2016 the Preußischer Polo & Country Club Berlin-Brandenburg e.V. and the German Polo Association present the European 
Polo Championships at the traditional Maifeld, where polo was played as olympic discipline. Berlin is looking forward to 
welcoming the international guests and is glad to add that highlight to its next year’s calendar.
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High goal German polo championships have taken place on the 
112,000 square metre complex since 2010. The Maifeld also served 
as the venue for the summer Olympic Games in Berlin with over 
50,000 spectators on the stands back in 1936. 

On 13 May 1931, the President of the International Olympic Com
mittee, Count BailletLatour, announced that the summer Olympic 
Games would be held in Berlin in 1936. The Games were opened 
on 1 August 1936, and 52 countries took part. Polo was also an 
Olympic discipline – for the last time in the history of the sport. 
The setting for the competition was the Maifeld, which was also 
used for the dressage competition and gymnastics performances 
by Berlin schools. Polo was an Olympic sport five times between 
1900 and 1936: 1900 and 1924 in Paris, 1908 in London, 1920 in 

Antwerp and 1936 in Berlin. The polo matches in Berlin were a 
huge advertising success for the sport. However, the outbreak of 
the Second World War meant that polo in Germany and other 
European countries came to an abrupt end. The Maifeld remained 
unused as a polo location for a long time, but finally returned to 
this historic location in 1975: the cavalry squadron of the Brit
ish infantry brigade stationed in Spandau organised a tourna
ment there that was repeated every year. Since 2010, the Berlin 
Maifeld has been a fixed component of the German tournament 
calendar. Following the international high goal tournament, eve
ryone is now hugely looking forward to the European Champion
ships 2016. 

www.maifeldpolocup.de

Germany since 2010. Excellent organisation with a love of detail 
inspires the spectators every year anew. It’s no wonder then, that 
the Berlin Maifeld has been awarded the honour of being the 
venue for the European Polo Championships in 2016. 

Moritz Gädeke: “We will be organising the European Champion
ships 2016 in collaboration with the German Polo Association. The 
Federation of International Polo (FIP) gave us the goahead for the 
European Championships in December 2014! We’re already look
ing forward to presenting the preliminary rounds at the Phöben 
Polo and Riding Centre at the end of August 2016 and the final 
match of the European Championships at the start of September 
2016 at Berlin’s Maifeld!’ Berlin’s Maifeld, one of the most impres
sive playing fields in the world, has a long poloplaying history. 

It was a colourful mix on the winner’s podium of the German 
High Goal Championship 2014: the 16yearold Caesar Crasemann 
(TC, 1), Naomi Schröder (0) and two Argentinians Santos Anca 
(6) and Adrian Laplacette (5) won the most important title in 
 German polo with their team Allianz Kundler: the Engel &  Völkers 
Maifeld Polo Cup 2014. This meant that for Caesar  Crasemann, 
the dream of defending his title came true: “It’s just overwhelm
ing,” said Caesar to POLO+10 shortly before the award ceremony. 
The young and talented player not only won the title, but was 
also declared Most Valuable Player. At his family’s polo farm in 
Mallorca, Caesar and his brother Caspar are getting themselves 
and their horses fit for the 2015 season. Sylvia and her son Moritz 
Gädeke, together with sevendays poloevent, have made the Berlin 
Maifeld Polo Cup one of the, if not the, best polo tournaments in 

1 2016 the Maifeld at the Olympia Parc of 
Berlin will host the Polo European 
Championship. We are already looking 
forward to a gorgeous venue 2  Winner 
and new German champion of high goal 
polo is team Allianz Kundler with  Adrian 
Laplacette (5), Naomi Schröder (0), 
 Caesar Crasemann (TC, 1) and  Santos 
Anca (6) 3 Max Bosch (3) played for team 
Eltec who achieved last place in the 
tournament 4 Carnival atmosphere on 
the Maifeld. Only in the final did things 
start to get heated 5 Team captain Uwe 
Schröder (0) completes the ice buck-
et challenge with the help of Christopher 
Maxwell Vogel after the award ceremony 
6 Land Rover against title sponsor Engel 
& Völkers 7 Actor heino Ferch (0) played 
with team Land Rover 8 Team Tom Tai-
lor (behind in blue-pink shirt) lost 8-11 
to Allianz  Kundler in the final 9 Sylvia 
Gädeke, event organiser and President 
of the Preußischer Polo & Country Club 
Berlin–Brandenburg.
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GUaRds polo clUb

60
years

By diana buTler   PhOTOGRAPhy guards polo club

The Guards Polo Club is one of the most important and prestigious polo clubs 
in the world. In 2015 the long-standing club celebrates its Diamond Jubilee.

The Queen presents Adolfo Cambiaso with the Queens Cup prize.
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Guards Polo Club is celebrating 60 years of superb sport this sea
son. The Club was first formed because its President, HRH Prince 
Philip, wanted to play closer to home at Windsor Castle and HM 
The Queen suggested a flat area of grassland in the Royal Park 
at Windsor, known as Smith’s Lawn. Some 14 teams entered the 
Club’s first tournament, the Royal Windsor Cup, which is still 
played for today. It has since added an array of competitions at 
all levels. In fact, over the past six decades Guards Polo Club has 
grown into Europe’s leading Club, with an enviable fixtures list 
and impressive membership, making it the goto club for players 
and spectators.

The 1960s saw the start of the Queen’s Cup. It may not have been 
played as 22goal tournament in the early days, but was still fiercely 
competitive. The first winners were Sir Evelyn de Rothschild’s Cen
taur’s team and HRH Prince Philip reached the final twice in this 
decade, although victory eluded him. Big name teams who made 
regular appearances at Guards in this decade included Windsor 
Park, Pimms, Cowdray Park and Woolmers Park.

A decade later and the International Day moved to Guards Polo 
Club in 1972. Major Ronald Ferguson had been inspired by a trip 
to the States and wanted to bring a bit of that buzz back to Smith’s 
Lawn. So bands, luxury hospitality, and two great games were 
included in the programme. HRH Prince Charles would play with 
his Prince of Wales Team in the Silver Jubilee Trophy match, while 
a host of international teams would play for the Coronation Cup. 
HRH Prince Charles was at the height of his polo success in the 
1980s, including victory in the Queen’s Cup in 1986 with Guy 
Wildenstein’s Les Diables Bleu team. Cartier began its long associ
ation with Guards Polo Club in this era, first sponsoring the Inter
national Day in 1984.

Cartier Queen’s Cup action in front of the Royal Box.
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historical Queens Cup Programme Cover.

The Royal Family in 1955.

The rise of the big patrons – Urs Schwarzenbach, Kerry Packer 
and Hubert Perrodo – were the talk of the 1990s – Black Bears, 
Ellerston and Labegorce won everything. The game was chang
ing and pony power would make the difference between winning 
and losing.

The turn of the millennium saw Guards Polo Club take its brand 
far beyond Windsor with the creation of the Cartier International 
Dubai Polo Challenge at Ali Albwardy’s Desert Palm Polo Club in 
Dubai. At Smith’s Lawn HRH The Duke of Cambridge and HRH 
Prince Harry began to play with their school – Eton – and then 
progress to several charity matches and international days. These 
Princes have clearly inherited their grandfather’s love of the game. 
La Martina opened its doors for the first time in 2009 and The 
Queen formally opened the elegant new Clubhouse and offices 
in this year too – a far cry from the Club’s early days when the 

season highlighTs 2015

la martina Queen elizabeth The 
Queen mother centenary Trophy 
(12-15 goal)
1-17 May 2015

The cartier Queen’s cup  
(20-22 goal)
19 May - 14 June 2015

The bentley royal windsor cup 
(12-15 goal)
27 May - 21 June 2015

60th anniversary twilight polo & 
dinner dance (4-8 goal)
27 June 2015

indian empire shield (15-18 goal)
30 June - 18 July 2015

coworth park challenge Trophy 
(12-15 goal)
14-26 July 2015

international polo day (28 goal)
25 July 2015

land rover duke of cornwall 
Trophy (12-16 goal)
1-23 August 2015

hospitality area was an old army tent that also doubled up as a 
changing room! In 2012 Cartier transferred its sponsorship to the 
Cartier Queen’s Cup after 27 years and brought an array of glam
our and elegance to the highgoal. Guards also took over the man
agement of the polo fields at Dorchester Collection’s Coworth Park, 
so adding three more tournaments to its extensive fixtures. After 
five years of work, Guards Polo Club reopened its Flemish Farm 
complex in 2014, including the impressive Castle Ground with its 
amazing backdrop of Windsor Castle. It also expanded its overseas 
events with international polo in China and Brazil.

However, despite the huge expansion of the club and the fixtures 
list over the past six decades Guards Polo Club’s ethos remains unal
tered – to play the best pro/am polo possible from 222 goals.  

www.guardspoloclub.com
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wright
John

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy hpa

England is one of the three most successful polo nations in the world. POLO+10 inter-
view with John Wright, Chairman of the hurlingham Polo Association.

The hurlingham Polo Association 
was founded in 1875.

please give us your comment on the World championship in 
chile 2015…
First of all one must congratulate the Chile Polo Association and 
the Federation of International Polo for organising a magnificent 
polo event which by any standard was hugely successful and very 
enjoyable. The San Cristóbal Equestrian and Polo Club is a beau
tiful setting and provided 2 splendid grounds and recordbreak
ing enthusiastic and knowledgeable crowds. 

Although called the World Championship, I think that we must 
remember that it is played at 14goal level and does not reflect 
the true strength of some of the nations at the top end of our 
polo world. Nevertheless the standard of polo we were privi
leged to watch was very high and fiercely competitive with much 
young talent on display. With a couple of exceptions the matches 
were all very close – 4 of them, including the final, going to a 
sudden death extra chukka. That says much for the handicap sys
tem on the international stage.

It was an excellent experience for our own England team too 
and I’m glad they reached the semifinals. I’m sure that the best 
two teams were in the Final and what a joy for the home crowd 
to see the Chile team win a really tough and exciting match – 
a welldeserved result. We have not seen the last of the superb 
longterm and extensive organisation that produced a great per
formance from the young USA team. They almost did it. For the 
future I believe that the 4 zone selection process needs more 
emphasis and I do not think that the previous years winner 
should automatically qualify. As for Chile in 2015 – it gave us a 
true Festival of Polo in the best spirit of the FIP.

What maKes the english pony cluB polo so successFul?
The Pony Club is a nationwide organisation based on our tra
ditional hunts. Fox hunts that is. There are over 300 branches 
with about 30,000 young members. Some 60 of those branches 
include polo as an activity and that involves about 600 young 
players aged between 6 to 21 years old. We are very lucky to have 
such a set up and I doubt if it can be easily mirrored elsewhere.

A small volunteer committee organises a series of tournaments, 
kindly hosted by adult polo clubs, such a Cirencester and Tid
worth, during July each year which culminates in a National 
Pony Club Polo Championship at Cowdray Park Polo Club in 
early August. Most of the matches are one chukka only and the 
under 12s mostly play on ordinary nonpolo ponies – known as 
“fluffies”!

The HPA has recently set up its own Junior Polo competition 
alongside the Pony Club where the matches are played over 4 
chukkas. To win the Gannon, the most senior level of our Pony 
Club / Junior Polo is the ambition of every young player. That 
victory can only be matched by winning the Cowdray Gold Cup 
in later life!

What are the main points the hpa has on its agenda cur-
rently? Which projects are you WorKing on in 2015?
With the withdrawal of Audi, who have been excellent sup
porters of English Polo, we have quite a substantial gap to fill. 
So right at the top of the agenda now is the search for spon
sors and also finding other ways to create revenue for the HPA 
in order to continue its support for polo at all levels. One way 
that we are exploring is through licensing our brand. On 1 May 
2015 it will be the 140th anniversary of the Rules of Polo being 
issued by the Hurlingham Polo Committee. We have created a 
brand based around the history and heritage that we have in the 
sport, underpinned by the tag line “Authentically British, Abso
lutely International”. We are hoping that there will be commer
cial value in licensing this brand. For polo to continue to  flourish 
throughout the world it is really important that the game can be 
played under one set of rules. I know that the AAP and USPA 
feel the same so we are working hard towards unifying the rules. 
The standard of umpiring, and the development of good umpires, 

“the deVelopment oF 
polo is inextRicably 
linked to the economic 
climate.”John wrighT Chairman hPA
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is also something that the HPA is working to improve; 
a well officiated game improves the enjoyment for both 
players and spectators. I would like to see this given a 
very high priority. 

hoW did polo and the hpa develop in england 
throughout the last 20 years?
The support of Audi for most of that time has been cru
cial to the development of English polo. We now have 
more international matches played in the UK and the 
England team have more opportunities to play overseas. 
Our development of young players has become more 
structured and we now send groups of youngsters to 
South Africa during our offseason for structured train
ing with Buster Mackenzie. The Pony Club, and in par
ticular Junior HPA tournaments, have grown during that 
time and we have been very successful in identifying tal
ent and ensuring those players have the best opportu
nities to develop. The quality of the grounds has also 
improved hugely, enabling the players to become much 
more skilful with the ball and of course the horses are 
getting better and better. In theory this should lead to 
much faster polo but the need to win the game has led 
players to realise that possession of the ball is critical to 
success and thus the passing and running style of play 
has suffered as a result. However, the English high goal 
season has flourished and we are privileged to see the 
world’s best players in action here every summer. 

hoW many polo players does england have? 
3,400.

hoW do you manage to Bring polo even to the uni-
versities as an academic sport discipline? 
SUPA (Schools and Universities Polo Association) receive 
a grant from the HPA and they do a fantastic job in 
bringing polo to universities and schools. There are now 
schools such as Millfield and Langley where polo is part 
of the curriculum and SUPA run very successful tour
naments in both the summer and winter for senior and 
junior schools.

england is one oF the three Big polo nations in the 
World. hoW do you expect/ and hoW do you Want 
the english polo to develop in the Future? 
The development of polo is inextricably linked to the 
economic climate, so I hope that if the economy is pick
ing up that polo will follow suit. I would like to see more 
opportunities for English players at the upper levels in 
England and more opportunities for them overseas, at all 
handicap levels, during our off season. I also think that 
we must maintain the English polo calendar in as attrac
tive a form as possible so that we continue to see the 
many international players who grace our shores each 
summer. 

a shorT oVerView of my polo cV

I first started my polo at the British Army’s Dhekelia Sad-
dle Club in Cyprus towards the end of June 1973 aged 32. 
The horses were quite small and had to participate in all the 
equestrian pursuits – showjumping, hunting, dressage and 
polo. Mine was called Bullet which naturally meant that it 
was the slowest and most reluctant; except when on exer-
cise on the beach when it made a beeline for the sea and 
rolled over in the water with its unsuspecting rider still on 
board! however the Turkish Intervention in North Cyprus 
three weeks later put an end to that!

I took up the game again ten years later at the Tidworth 
Polo Club when I was commanding my regiment – the 
16th/5th The Queens Royal Lancers (The Scarlet Lancers). I 
had the greatest fun playing low goal polo with military and 
civilian friends without a professional player in sight and 
managed to reach the dizzy heights of a zero goal handicap 
before my son Peter took over the ponies and thus started 
his own polo career-first of all with the Pony Club. That took 
care of the family’s summer holidays for the next five years!

I was then ambushed by Buff Crisp in 1990 into becoming 
Chairman of national Pony Club Polo. We had a great team 
of people running things so that over the next 8 years Pony 
Club Polo went from strength to strength producing much 
of the talent that is at the top of English polo today.

Meanwhile when I left the army in 1995 I achieved my burn-
ing ambition to become Manager of the Tidworth Polo Club. 
Over the next 18 years we built it up from being a military 
club pretty much on its last legs with a real membership of 
about 45, into being the most successful low goal polo club 
in the country with the second largest playing membership 
of about 160.

It was also during the 1990s that I became involved with the 
FIP for the first time, mostly to do with the junior polo inter-
national exchanges inspired by the then President Marcos 
Uranga. his watchwords were ;”don’t forget John – friend-
ship first: polo second”. Off course, unfashionable though 
that concept may have become, it is from the genuineness 
of the first that much that is truly valuable, unique and icon-
ic about our wonderful game flows. Difficult to convince a 
professional 7 to 10 goaler or his Patron of that today!

Mark Vestey asked me to become a hPA Steward in 2003 
and a little later I became the Chairman of the Discipli-
nary Committee. Much to my surprise I was elected Chair-
man of the hPA in 2012 which I will hand over at the end 
of this year. I have loved the game at its grass roots lev-
el and regard myself as being incredibly lucky to have been 
involved with the sport – it’s horses and its people across 
the world – over the last 25 years.
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polo in
malaysia

By kaTrin langemann   PhOTOGRAPhy royal malaysian polo associaTion

The British brought polo to the Malaysian peninsula at the end of the 19th century. The 
sport of kings has enjoyed a true renaissance here since the beginning of the new century 
and today Malaysia is one of the key polo-playing nations in South East Asia.
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Boasting 253 active players, Malaysia is one of the most 
important polo countries in Southeast Asia.
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Polo has a long tradition on the Malaysian peninsula. The British 
brought the fastpaced sport to the long, narrow landmass almost 
130 years ago and the sport of kings quickly gained in popularity. 
The Singapore Polo Club was founded in 1886 (at that time Sin
gapore was part of the Straits Settlements of Malaysia), followed 
by the Selangor Polo Club in 1902. Polo clubs were also opened in 
Butterworth and Penang, and the Royal Pahang Polo Club opened 
in 1923.

Since the start of the new century, polo has enjoyed a true ren
aissance in the former British colony. More and more people are 
becoming interested in the oldest team sport in the world and 
the number of players is growing continuously. Today, the Royal 
Malaysian Polo Association (RMPA, founded 1922) has 253 active 
players and twelve clubs registered on its books. The centre of polo 
is the region around the capital Kuala Lumpur, which has four 
clubs. The Royal Selangor Polo Club is also located here, which, 
like the Royal Pahang Polo Club near Pekan and the Royal Johor 
Polo Club on the border with Singapore, is one of the most impor
tant and largest polo clubs in Malaysia. Polo is played almost all 
year round and the tournament season with ten to twelve official 
tournaments runs from March to October. The highlights are the 
final of the RMPA International League and Malaysian Ladies’ 
Polo Championships.

What characterises polo in Malaysia? Peter Abisheganaden from 
the Royal Malaysian Polo Association doesn’t have to take long to 
think about it: “We have many heads of corporations, politicians, 
and royalty playing polo in Malaysia. While it is a powerful group 
of people, going to polo is a very casual thing.” The country’s con
nections to its poloplaying neighbours are intimate and friendly. 
Everyone knows each other, plays together and they are all one big 
polo family. “Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore are connected by 
the same landmass, so it is with these countries that we can develop 
more polo that we can all travel to.” The country has a particu
larly close relationship with the Thai Polo & Equestrian Club and 
 Singapore Polo Club, but also enjoys friendly relations with  Brunei, 
Indonesia and the Philippines, and also with Vietnam, where polo 
celebrated its premiere in midMarch.

The renaissance of polo in Malaysia is due in no small part to the 
development of the RMPA Polo Leagues. The tournament series 
were conceived in 2002 by His Royal Highness Tengku Mahkota 
Pahang, Crown Prince Abdullah Shah, Dato’ Brian Miller, Dato’ 
Mohamed Moiz and Peter Abisheganaden. The first tournament 
took place in 2005 and the RMPA Polo Leagues celebrate their 
tenth anniversary this year. A success story: the number of players 
has increased 100 per cent since the start (from 120 to 250 today) 
and the number of horses has tripled (today: approx. 1,000). The 
RMPA Polo Leagues comprise the Merdeka League (for entry level 
players), the National Championship (6goal) and the International 
League (High Goal). Points are awarded in the individual leagues 
according to position and this is what determines the respective 
ranking of each team in the end. “The formats are very clear, and 
umpiring is done professionally – something that everyone wel
comes,” says Peter Abisheganaden. “It is a very sporting league and 
patrons are also good friends. After 10 years the leagues are run
ning smoothly. We try always to improve the leagues and we meet 
with patrons regularly to discuss how we can make it better. Deci
sions are made collectively.”

In 2015 the RMPA Polo Leagues celebrate 
their tenth anniversary. Within the past ten 
years the three tournament series have  
developed tremendously: the number of 
 players has increased 100 per cent since the 
start (from 120 to 250 today) and the number 
of horses has tripled (today: approx. 1,000).
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Saladin Mazlan (hdc 3).

The RMPA Polo Leagues are very competitive and have been the rennaissance of polo in Malaysia. Polo is played in Malaysia nearly all year round: the tournament season, consisting of ten to twelve official tournamens, starts in March and ends 
in October. 

Shaik Reismann (hdc 3). hh Prince Ahmad Shahzril (hdc 3). Edham Shaharuddin (hdc 3). hRh Prince Abdullah Shah of 
Pahang.

hRh Sultan Ahmad Shah of 
Pahang.

With this futureoriented spirit and community engagement, 
Malaysia will certainly easily master future challenges. More good 
playing fields, more young players, better opportunities for upand
coming talents, more high goal playing and players with higher 
handicaps – Malaysian polo has a lot to accomplish. The first South 
East Asian Colts Cup for players under 23 will be played this year. 
A big issue for the future is also the development of umpiring, as 
Peter Abisheganaden explains: “Malaysia will continue to develop 
umpiring and stewarding and will run more umpiring courses, sim
ilar to the FIP Umpires’ Course we ran in 2013. We have shortlisted 
potential candidates to become professional umpires and will send 
them overseas for training.” Another focal point is the Malaysian 
national team’s participation in the next World Polo Championship, 
as well as the South East Asian Games 2017 in Kuala Lumpur. Fol
lowing 2007, when polo was part of the South East Asian Games 
for the first time (apropos: Malaysia remained unbeaten), in two 
years the oldest team sport in the world will be one of the sports of 
the SEA Games once again. No question about it: With the South 
East Asian Games taking place in its own country in 2017, Malay
sia aims high and will now concentrate on the development of the 
national team squads. 

www.rmpa.org.my

Saladin Mazlan (hdc 3). Shaik Reismann (hdc 3). hh Prince Ahmad Shahzril (hdc 3). Edham Shaharuddin (hdc 3). hRh Prince Abdullah Shah of 
Pahang.

hRh Sultan Ahmad Shah of 
Pahang.

The 2015 rmpa polo leagues

international league:
• 10-12 goals
• 4 tournaments: Thai Polo Open, 
Royal Pahang Classic,  Malaysia 
Open and RMPA International 
League Final
• 6 teams

national championship: 
• 4-6 goals
• 3 tournaments
• 8 teams

merdeka league:
• 0-3 goals
• 3 tournaments
• 9 teams

On occasion of the jubilee 
in  September a special 10th 
 Anniversary Ball is planned.

The besT polo players and mosT imporTanT polo personaliTies of malaysia:

Further important names in the Malaysian sport of polo: huzaini yunus • hRh Sultan Ibrahim of Johor • Khairy Jamaluddin (Minister of youth and 
Sport) • Dato‘ Seri Dr Jamaluddin Jarjis (Former Minister and Ambassador to USA)
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miGUel
noVillo
astrada

By maría paula fernández   PhOTOGRAPhy maTías calleJo

The Argentine polo player reached the highest ranking of 10 goals, after winning the 
Argentine Triple Crown in 2003 with his team made up of the four Novillo Astrada broth-
ers, La Aguada. That year he was also named MVP of the prestigious tournament and was 
awarded the Silver Olimpia Award, the most important prize for professional sportsmen in 
Argentina. POLO+10 had the chance to interview Miguel at the end of the U.S. Open, and 
he talks here about his career, his family and tradition. 

GoaleR
10
series
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hoW did you get introduced to polo? 
My grandfather used to play polo, my father did too and still 
does, it was a family thing. I started playing on foot when I 
accompanied my father to his matches, and when we were 
around 5 years old we started to ride and then it all started.

recently you decided to not participate in the 2015 argen-
tine triple croWn as a player, so What Will Be your neW 
role at la aguada?
I will collaborate with the team, not as a coach or in a fixed 
role, but I intend to collaborate from “backstage”. I want to be 
involved as much as possible, but not too involved, just enough to 
really help the team.

What is a year in your liFe liKe, polo-Wise? Which tourna-
ments are Fixed in your calendar?
My polo calendar starts in January, playing in Palm Beach at 20 
goals, until the end of April when the U.S. Open ends, and then 
I am back in Argentina where I play medium handicap tourna
ments, and then I start to get ready for the Triple Crown from 
October to December, but this year as I mentioned, I won’t be 
playing in it, I will play in other tournaments. I used to do the 
three main seasons: Palm Beach, England and Argentina. I have 
not played in England for the past two years, I’ve gone straight 
back to the US in July and August. 

What do you thinK your strong point as a polo player is? 
What sets you apart From everyone else?
I believe that my strongest features are anticipation and the 
capacity to be a good team player. 

Who do you looK up to in the sport? 
My father (Eduardo “Taio” Novillo Astrada) is one of the people I 
admire the most. Gonzalo Pieres (Sr.) is another of my role mod
els, and of course, Adolfo Cambiaso and Facundo Pieres.

tell us aBout the moment When you reached 10 goals.
Reaching 10 goals was what I have always aimed for. It was the 
result of many years of effort and training, it was really a dream 

come true. To reach 10 you need to endeavour, be dedicated, well 
organised, and of course, be a good rider. To become a 10goaler 
gives you a great confidence boost that helps your career, and the 
challenge now is to keep making the effort and stay at the same 
high level.

the u.s. open just ended, What is your personal conclu-
sion aBout the tournament?
It was a really good tournament in which I have had a really 
good season. The only issue was that some rules were changed 
and at first they slowed and lengthened the games, but at the end 
of the season we could play a bit better, the new rule interpreta
tions were clarified and that led to a better overall match quality.

What are your hoBBies and What Family do you have?
I am married and have 5 kids, four girls and a boy. Two of them 
play polo, my older daughter and my son Miguelito, who is eight 
years old. My other three daughters, Tonia, Azul and Mora also 
ride or have started to ride, they all love horses but most of them 
still don’t play polo. As for my leisure activities, after my family 
and my career there is not much free time left, but when there is, 
I love reading, especially about world economics and the differ
ent markets. So when I am not thinking about polo or the fam
ily, I like to find out more about those subjects. 

do you expect miguelito to continue the novillo astrada 
tradition?
I would really like to see that, but only if he really wants to and 
enjoys it. I don’t want to put any pressure on him in that regard. 
I want Miguelito to choose his own path regardless of family tra
ditions. I will always support him, whether he chooses to be a 
polo player, or whether he chooses to be something else. 

What changes Would you liKe to see in the Way the game is 
played noWadays?
Personally I think there are rules that could be changed in order 
to make the game more dynamic and attractive for the specta
tors, and this would also make it easier to understand, contribut
ing to the popularisation of the sport and its professionalisation. 

Left: The Novillo Astradas: Eduardo, Miguel, Alejandro and Nacho. Right: With his son Miguelito.

With his father Eduardo “Taio” 
 Novillo Astrada, riding Cereza.
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abouT The noVillo asTrada family and la aguada

The Novillo Astrada family has a tradition of more than 60 
years in polo. Julio Novillo Astrada, born in 1916, was pas-
sionate about polo and horses and his sons Julio and Edu-
ardo inherited this passion and started to play in their 
fields in  Cordoba, called La Aguada. In the 70s, Don Julio 
acquired lands in Open Door, Buenos Aires and, to keep 
the tradition alive, he called them La Aguada too. his aim 
was that his sons and grandsons would play polo near their 
place of residence, the city of Buenos Aires. Thanks to the 
hard work of the family, La Aguada is now one of the best 
polo clubs in the world. 

Don Julio’s son, Eduardo “Taio” Novillo Astrada, reached 
9 goals and conquered the great national and international 
tournaments, such as the Silver Cup in Sotogrande and the 
Coupe d’Or in Deauville, and he also was the first to repre-
sent La Aguada with a high handicap. The club won its first 
hurlingham Open in 1986. 1990 was a very singular year 
for La Aguada: the team, formed by Taio and his teenage 
sons Eduardo, Miguel and Javier won the “Copa República 
Argentina”. In 1999 the team reached the finals of the Argen-
tine Open, and in 2003, when Nacho joined the team, La 
Aguada won the Argentine Triple Crown, and wrote a chap-
ter of history by becoming the first team formed by four sib-
lings to win the most important polo trophy worldwide. The 
Novillo Astrada brothers, Eduardo (9), Miguel (10),  Javier 
(9), Nacho (9) and Alejandro (7) have achieved outstand-
ing accomplishments in polo in the most important tourna-
ments worldwide. The Novillo Astrada tradition has already 
passed to the next generation, and it looks like it will keep 
on expanding.

Source: La Aguada

Miguel riding Aguada Anónima, the prized mare that was bread by his late brother Javier, and won the “Mejor Producto Polo 
Argentino” award on 2013.

Top: Novillo Astrada shows off his skills. Bottom: Miguel and 
his daughter Mia who has started to play polo.
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INTERVIEW sTefanie sTüTing   

PhOTOGRAPhy courTesy of greenwich polo club

Peter Brant is the founder of Greenwich Polo Club 
which is located in close proximity to New york City in 
the leafy suburban enclave of Greenwich, CT. A lead-
ing Patron of the sport as well as an active player, Mr. 
Brant sat down recently with POLO+10 to discuss the 
sport he loves.
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Royal Salute’s Facundo Pieres is on the ball and being chased down by Airstream’s Nick  
Manifold at the Royal Salute Jubilee Cup. Greenwich Club has hosted many great tourna-
ments throughout its 34 –year history and this summer will host the East Coast Open with 

the USPA, with finals televised on NBC Sports Network.
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your First steps toWard the sport oF polo date BacK to 
the 1970s, When you met polo legend thomas B. “tommy” 
glynn at the FairField hunt cluB. What Kind oF player and 
mentor Was he? hoW did he inspire your Further career in 
the sport?
I knew  Tommy  Glynn’s daughter,  Sandy  Glynn, quite well. She 
trained racehorses and I met her father  Tommy at the  Fairfield 
Hunt Club.  Tommy inspired my initial interest in polo and he 
then ended up coming to  Greenwich, CT and advised me when I 
first started playing and founded  Greenwich Polo Club.  Tommy 
taught me how to play polo indoors and introduced me to some 
of the best polo players in the world. Working at  Greenwich well 
into his 90’s,  Tommy managed  Greenwich Polo Club and really 
was a wonderful man.

What do you thinK today are the most important aspects 
aBout the sport and sports structure?
Promoting professionalism and fostering the growth of new play
ers and teams. I think it is important to continually encourage 
players and teams to play to the best of their abilities and at the 
highest level possible.

What Brought you to Founding the greenWich polo cluB. 
Which visions For the cluB did you have in mind?
I’ve always had incredible respect and love for horses. They 
are the most giving, generous animals. I first became seriously 
involved in the equine world through horse racing. Once I devel
oped a passion for polo, I was inspired to create  Greenwich Polo 
Club which is still my favorite place to play.  Greenwich is one 
of the most beautiful clubs in the world and it has all the facili
ties necessary for highgoal polo. It is unique in that it is adjacent 
to The Brant Foundation Art Study Center, which is dedicated to 
the education and awareness of contemporary art. We hold sev
eral educational programs and both the club and the Foundation 
are great for the community. We always have sculptures or art
work on display outside which can be seen from both the Foun
dation and the polo fields including the present sculpture, “Big 
Clay” by Urs  Fischer, as well as “Ali  Frazier,” a sculpture by art
ist  Richard  Serra. This is really a place where two of the great 
passions of my life – art and polo – intersect. I hope others get as 
much joy from them as I do.

hoW is the cluB standing today?
We’re going into our 34th season and we’ve built a reputation 
as the destination for highgoal polo in the Northeast. We have 
a threeyear partnership with the USPA to host the East Coast 
Open and we’re committed to expanding and promoting the 
awareness of polo in the U.S. Not only are we working with the 
USPA, we also want to support our neighbouring clubs who pro
duce and foster new professional and amateur players and con
tribute so much to the sport. Many of these clubs have been part 
of the golden era of polo and share the same vision of where we 
want to take the sport. So I think this really marks the begin
ning of a unique time where all the clubs are joining forces and 
pulling from each other’s strengths to take polo to the next level 
in the U.S. We want to inspire and encourage new players and 
teams, upgrade club facilities where needed, bring on new spon
sors and create polo matches and events that really engage fans. 
We’ll be doing this on a variety of levels, including reaching 
out to our audience through social media, streaming video and 
broadcast TV.

“aRt and polo aRe tWo 
oF the GReat passions 
oF my liFe.”peTer branT

What are the season’s highlights?
The season starts on 7 June 2015 at Greenwich Polo Club and 
every Sunday we’ll have some great matches and tournaments, 
including the  Monty  Waterbury Cup and the  Butler Handicap, 
which is a USPA National event. The 20goal East Coast Open 
will start on Sunday, 23 August 2015 and will be played the fol
lowing two Sundays with the Championship Match on Sunday, 6 
September 2015. The USPA will live stream the East Coast Open 
SemiFinals on ChukkerTV and NBC Sports Network will air the 
East Coast Open Final on 13 September 2015.

For the East Coast Open, players will be competing to have their 
names etched into the Perry Cup trophy. And there are some 
really legendary names already on that trophy, including  Memo 
 Gracida,  Mariano  Aguerre,  Adam Snow,  Gonzalo  Pieres, Sr., 
 Gonzalo  Heguy and others.  Myopia Polo Club was kind enough 
to give us the trophy for the tournament. We actually have the 
 Perry Cup with a silversmith now and we’re excited to debut it at 
 Greenwich Polo Club.

are there particular plans For a Further development oF 
the cluB?
I think it is important to focus on the game and those who play 
it. We need to have support from fans and sponsors who are 
committed to that mission.  Greenwich Polo Club is known for 
hosting the best highgoal polo matches in the Northeast and 
attracting the top players and teams and we want that to con
tinue. I think this year’s East Coast Open will be a tournament 
to remember.

you did a lot to support young talents in the sport oF 
polo. What is in your opinion the Best Way to raise neW 
young and talented polo players?
We’ve had the opportunity to develop a lot of great players over 
the years, including  Santi  Torres,  Bautista  Heguy,  Augustin 
 Merlos,  Lucas  Monteverde,  Steve  Dalton, Todd  Offen, Nick 
 Manifold,  Mariano  Gracida,  Julio  Gracida and  Carlitos  Gracida. 
With young players, we try to integrate them into the life of the 
barn – have them work around horses and take the time to pro
vide lessons for them. From my perspective, it’s gratifying to see 
young talent develop and know that you have had some small 
part in helping them.

1 A long view of Greenwich Polo Club on game day 2 Peter Brant on the 
field 3 Polo ponies relaxing before a match 4 Prince harry playing at 
Greenwich Polo Club for the Sentebale Royal Salute Polo Cup 
5 A crowd of spectators line the fields of Greenwich Polo Club.
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I can’t say enough about the great university teams and 
all they do to cultivate young talent. Universities like 
 Harvard, Yale,  California  Davis,  Cornell, etc. I think the 
other key is trying to connect with younger kids, espe
cially those that may not have family that have horses, 
and find more ways to inspire them and create the love 
of polo and horses in general. The Polo Training Founda
tion is a great example of this type of outreach.

in the ten years BetWeen 1979 and 1989, you rose 
to a 7-goal handicap—at that time the highest in 
the World oF amateur polo. to What extend did you 
Focus your liFe on polo in those days?
When I first started playing, I trained hard and studied 
the logistical demands of the sports. I also surrounded 
myself with great talent and learned as much as I could 
from them, guys like  Tommy Glynn,  Bennie  Gutierrez, 
 Hector  Barrantes. You have to get very involved to be 
good at it and having a competitive drive is probably the 
common denominator among all great polo players.

your team White Birch has Won 31 championships/
tournaments at the 26-goal level or aBove. What 
are the recent plans oF the team For the next 
 Future? 
We had a really good season last year with  Mariano 
 Aguerre,  Hilario  Ulloa and  Matias  Sosa on  White  Birch. 

We’ve found success balancing the team with two high
goal players and then a player playing #1 that is a low 
goaler. Certainly, we’d like to continue the success we 
had last season and we will be participating in sev
eral highgoal tournaments at Greenwich Polo Club this 
Spring and Summer, including the  Monty  Waterbury 
Cup, the  Butler Handicap and the East Coast Open. It’s 
been more than five years since White Birch has played 
in Palm Beach, but we plan to be back in Florida for the 
Winter 2016 season. 

What are your personal plans concerning polo?
Well I feel really good – probably better than I have in 
the last few years – and I had a very rewarding season 
last year because of it. I want to keep playing at the high
est level I can and for as long as I can.

Another thing I’ve been thinking about a lot more 
recently is how can I help to encourage and develop 
new Patrons? We’ve had some great Patrons here at 
 Greenwich Polo Club over the years such as  Peter 
 Orthwein,  Marty  Gruss,  Mickey  Tarnopol,  Henryk de 
 Kwiatkowski along with newer Patrons. Having Patrons 
that love and support the sport is integral to the contin
ued longevity of highgoal polo. 

www.greenwichpoloclub.com

6 Mariano Aguerre has played polo with White Birch and Peter Brant for almost 30 years 7 View from the polo fields looking 
towards The Brant Foundation Art Study Center and the sculpture “Big Clay” 8 Peter Brant with his wife Stephanie Seymour.
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credits: antoine de la porte

MacLeod 
   POLO TEAM 
 

w w w . p o l o c l u b c h a n t i l ly . c o m

tournoi de l’alliance 
11/04 - 26/04
 
coupe phg 
2/05 - 17/05
 
charity cup 
23/05 - 7/06 
 
coupe laversine 
13/06 - 28/06
 
ladies polo cup marbella paris 
14/06 
 
coquetier d’or
4/07 - 12/07   

coupe internationale
18/07 - 26/07

open de france
5/09 - 20/09

championnats de france 
26/09 - 4/10
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By kaTrin langemann

Polo is not just played on grass, but also on sand, snow and in arenas. And there are even more ver-
sions of polo than these. POLO+10 explains the most important differences and gives an overview 
of the various different types of polo as well as sports related to polo.

Arena, snow and beach polo differ from traditional grass polo in several 
respects. The playing field and teams are smaller, chukkas shorter and the 
ball larger. There are also differences in the rules. For example, with polo on 
grass, the direction of play is changed after each goal. This is not always the 
case with other polo variants; sometimes the direction of play is only changed 
after each chukka or every second chukka. An overview of the most impor
tant differences is given here.

the rules
At the end of the 19th century, the Hurlingham Polo Club set down the rules 
for grass polo in writing for the first time. They are still used in international 
polo today. In 1991, the Hurlingham Polo Association (HPA) also created a set 
of rules for arena polo and the International Beach Polo Association (IBPA) 
also provides a set of recommended rules for beach polo. Headway is also being 
made in terms of the rules for snow polo: together with Tito Gaudenzi (organ
iser of the Snow Polo World Cup Kitzbühel), Caspar West (polo manager of the 
Beaufort Polo Club in England) is adapting the official HPA rules to suit the 
special conditions of polo played on snow.

the pitch
Polo can be played on pitches of any size; the most important aspect is that the 
ground is even and well maintained. With beach and snow polo in particular, 
pitches vary greatly in length and width depending on the local circumstances.
Grass polo: the polo pitch is normally 300 yards long and 200 yards wide, 
which corresponds to measurements of approx. 274m x 183m. The 3m high 
goal posts stand 8 yards apart (approx. 7.20m) and are not firmly anchored in 
the ground due to safety reasons.
Arena polo: the pitch in arena polo is smaller than in grass polo. The ideal 
size is a length of 300 feet (approx. 90m) and width of 150 feet (approx. 45m). 
An arena polo pitch should not be smaller than 150 x 75 feet (45m x 22.5m). 
Beach polo: the International Beach Polo Association recommends a length 
of 100 yards (approx. 90m) and a width of 50 yards (approx. 45m). The ideal 
setup is with barriers with rounded corners around the edge so as to keep the 
ball in play. However, pitch sizes vary according to location. 
Snow polo: like beach polo, a snow polo pitch may vary hugely depending on 
the local circumstances. The snow polo pitch in Tianjin (China) is, for exam
ple, 170 yards x 80 yards (approx. 155m x 73m) large, whereas on the frozen 
Lake St. Moritz, players play on a surface measuring 200m x 80m.

oF polo
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additional polo variants and sports related to polo

Polo on grass and in the area are the most widespread types of this fastpaced 
sport by far. Beach and snow polo is also played around the globe and are 
gaining in popularity every single year. There are also numerous other types 
of polo or sports related to polo in existence, including bike polo, camel polo, 
elephant polo, Segway polo, canoe polo, hobby horse polo, golf cart polo and 
donkey polo. Other sports linked to polo include buzkaschi, polocrosse, horse
ball and pato. POLO+10 presents five versions of polo, some of them are lesser 
known, some are somewhat more bizarre:

paddocK polo
In paddock polo, two teams of three players battle it out. It is played on grass 
or sand and the pitch is max. 160m long and 80m wide. Balls are normally 
made of leather and have a diameter of around 11.5 centimetres. Horses are 
not changed during the match. Paddock polo is popular mainly in France.

coWBoy polo
In cowboy polo, a team comprises five players. Instead of a polo saddle, a west
ern saddle is used, as is other equipment normally only used in western riding. 
A simple rodeo arena is normally used as the pitch. It is played with a large red 
rubber medicine ball and the American Quarter horse. Horses are not normally 
changed during matches. Cowboy polo was founded in 1952 in New Smyrna 
Beach, Florida (USA) and reached its peak during the 1970s. This type of polo 
has been in severe decline ever since. Today, cowboy polo is mainly played in 
the west of the USA and almost exclusively in Montana.

yaK polo
Yak polo (or Sarlagan polo) is a Mongolian version. Instead of ponies, it is 
played on yaks. Yak polo was invented as a tourist attraction in the early 
2000s and has become more and more popular over time. Today, yak polo is 
also played in Pakistan and is part of the Broghil Festival in the northwest
ern district of Chitral.

auto polo
Auto polo first made an appearance at the start of the 20th century in the 
USA. This polo modification is attributed to Ford dealer Ralph “Pappy” Hank
inson, who is alleged to have founded the sport as an advertising gimmick to 
promote sales of the Model T Ford. The sport enjoyed great popularity in the 
USA mainly at trade fairs and exhibitions from 1911 to the late 1920s. Outside 
the USA, auto polo was regarded with great scepticism owing to the dangers 
involved. The rules and equipment were the same as polo on horseback, except 
cars were used instead of ponies. Auto polo was played on an arena pitch. Each 
team had two cars and four men. Drivers were strapped in, with the man with 
the polo stick hanging onto the side. The aim was, as with grass polo, to hit the 
ball  in this case a basketball  between the opposing goalposts. At the start, 
normal cars were used, but later cars without roof, doors and windscreen were 
used. The cars achieved maximum speeds of up to 64 km/h and raced around 
the small pitch in breakneck curves. There were often accidents. Auto polo 
is no longer played, but polo on motorbikes (“Moto polo”) was developed in 
Rwanda in 2008 and is gaining more and more fans.

sup polo
The latest sport related to polo to appear on the scene is Stand Up Paddling 
(SUP) polo. With SUP polo, players do not sit on ponies, but stand on a surf
board as with standup paddling. The paddle replaces the stick. The goals are 
similar to handball goals and the balls are water polo balls like those used in 
canoe polo. The teams comprises two to three players, with the effective play
ing time being 2 x 5 minutes. However, the sport is so new that there are cur
rently no fixed rules in place. 

the team
A maximum of four players form a polo team. It is also recommended to have 
substitutes who can replace players if they sustain injuries.
Grass polo: 4 players per team (no. 1 = attacking offensive player, no. 2 = 
midfield player, no. 3 = tactical focus and heart of the team, no. 4 = defender, 
also called “back”)
Arena and beach polo: 3 players per team are the norm, although sometimes 
the game is played with 2 players per team.
Snow polo: 2 to 4 players, often three.

the Ball
Grass polo: balls were traditionally made from compressed bamboo, but today 
are mainly made from plastic. They have a diameter of 33,5 inches (89 cen
timetres) and weigh around 130 grams.
Arena polo: with arena polo, the ball is considerably bigger than with grass 
polo. Its circumference is approx. 15 inches (38 centimetres), and it weighs 
between 140 and 175 grams. The ball used in arena polo is similar to a small 
football.
Beach and snow polo: the balls used in beach and snow polo are also larger 
than those used in grass polo. In order to be able to see the ball more clearly 
against the ground, it is a bright colour (often red). The ball is normally inflat
able and is made from leather or plastic. Snow polo balls are similar in size to 
arena polo balls, but lighter. For beach polo, the International Beach Polo Asso
ciation recommends balls not larger than 5 inches (13 centimetres) in diameter. 

playing time
Grass polo: a match comprises at least 4 to a maximum of 8 sections, so
called chukkas. One chukka is 7.5 minutes of pure playing time. If there are 
any interruptions, timing is stopped. Breaks between the individual sections, 
when the horses must be changed, last between 3 and 5 minutes.
Arena polo: with arena polo, usually 4 chukkas of 6.5 minutes are played. 
The breaks between the individual sections comprise 4 minutes, and 6 min
utes at halftime.
Beach and snow polo: the IBPA recommends 4 chukkas of 6 minutes and 
breaks of 5 minutes, with 15 minutes at halftime. There are, however, major 
differences between the individual tournaments. The same applies to snow 
polo, where the number and length of the chukkas are very different between 
tournaments.

the handicap
Players who do not have a specific arena handicap play in arena polo tourna
ments with their normal handicap plus 1. Handicaps are also normally raised 
one level in beach and snow polo.

“polo is a Game that oWes mUch 
oF its UniqUe appeal to the Fact 
that it shoUld be played not 
only Within its RUles bUt also 
Within the spiRit oF the Game.”hpa rule book 2015
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the polo

handicaP
By kaTrin langemann

In polo, every player is awarded an individual handicap depending on performance. handicap commissions of the national 
associations meet several times a year to decide players’ handicaps. There is no uniform system worldwide. POLO+10 
clarifies the details.

history of the polo handicap
British officers who were stationed in India towards the end of the 
19th century brought polo to Europe. The Hurlingham Polo Club, 
founded here in 1876, was the first to set down the rules of polo in 
writing and these are still used in international sport today. The 
British also took the sport to North and South America. The polo 
handicap, however, did not originate with the English, but rather 
from Henry Lloyd Herbert, the first president of the United States 
Polo Association (USPA), who introduced a handicap system when 
he founded the USPA in 1890. From then on, the abilities of indi
vidual players could be compared and teams could be put together 
in a way that made them even despite individual differences in per
formance. In 1910, the English and Indians also introduced hand
icap systems. However, there is still no globally homogenous and 
allencompassing system. The handicaps of players are determined 
by the respective country associations.

From beginner to professional: the scale
A handicap is not determined by goal and tournament success 
alone, but many other factors are also taken into account, such as 
sportsmanship, team play, knowledge of polo, strategy and horse
manship. The highest possible handicap is 10 goals. Not even a 
dozen people worldwide have this ranking, and it is primarily 
Argentinian polo families who dominate this top category. Of the 
nine 10goalers currently playing, eight are from Argentina. The 
majority of the players does not achieve the upper end of the scale: 
two thirds of all players have a handicap of 2 goals or less. The 
exact division of the handicap scale is different according to each 
country. 

The besT female polo players

outdoor 
handicap

women’s 
handicap in 
argentina

women’s 
 handicap in 

the usa

Sunny hale (USA) 3 9 9

Lia Salvo (ARG) 2 9 8

hazel Jackson (UK) 1 8 7

Kristy Outhier (USA) 2 -- 8
The besT polo players

argentina usa uk

Adolfo Cambiaso (ARG) 10 10 10

Juan Martín Nero (ARG) 10 10 10

Facundo Pieres (ARG) 10 10 10

Pablo Mac Donough (ARG) 10 10 10

Gonzalo Pieres (ARG) 10 9 10

Miguel  Novillo Astrada (ARG) 10 9 9

David Stirling Jr. (URU) 10 10 10

Pablo Pieres (ARG) 10  10* 9

Guillermo Caset Jr. (ARG) 9 10 9

arena, beach and snow polo
There are also separate handicaps for arena tournaments in the 
USA and United Kingdom. The best arena player in the USA is Tho
mas Biddle with an arena handicap of 10 goals. He plays at 6 goals 
on grass. In the United Kingdom, Chris Hyde was recently pro
moted and now also plays at 10 goals (outdoor 6 goals).

For beach and snow polo, there are no separate handicaps, but the 
normal handicaps are usually raised by one level. 

Argentina: 0 to 10
USA: C (2), B (1), B+ (0.5), A (0), A+ (0.5), 1.0, 1.5, 2 to 10
England: 2 to 10

The team handicap in a tournament is calculated from the individ
ual handicaps of the players. For reasons of fairness, teams with 
lower team handicaps are given a socalled goal advantage.

the best of the best: the 10-goalers
There are currently only nine players across the world who have 
the highest possible handicap of 10 goals. As each country deter
mines its own handicap, players in Argentina may play at 10 goals 
in Argentina, but they would be playing at just 9 goals in the USA. 
The differences are sometimes even greater than this.

Go ladies: the women’s handicap
In polo, it is usual for men and women to play together in mixed 
teams. The number of female polo players is rapidly increasing and 
over the past few years, more and more ladies’ tournaments have 
been established. In order to increase the appeal of ladies’ tourna
ments, the Asociación Argentina de Polo (AAP) introduced spe
cial handicaps for women in 2012. The women’s handicap only 
applies to womenonly tournaments – if women play together with 
men, the normal handicap applies. During the season, the women’s 
handicap commission observes players in the ladies’ tournaments 
and meets twice a year to discuss performance and possible hand
icap changes. At the end of 2011, the Fedération Française de Polo 
(FFP) adopted the Argentinian system. Since the start of 2014, a 
special women’s handicap has also existed in the USA. This year, 
the United Kingdom has caught up and introduced ladies’ handi
caps in April 2015. In all other countries there is no special hand
icap system for women, and womenonly tournaments are played 
with normal handicaps. 

inTerView wiTh nicholas J.a. colQuhoun-denVers, 
presidenT federaTion of inTer naTional polo 

Why is there no WorldWide handicap?
The handicaps are currently established by the National 
Associations based on their own seasons, protocols and 
systems. The benefit derived from a single entity gath
ering this information and keeping it updated through 
all the different playing seasons would not be worth 
the administrative time and effort. As the Federation of 
National Associations we are currently able to pinpoint 
handicaps through our national association members 
extremely easily at present, but it would be unnecessary 
and extremely difficult to do it on a day to day basis.

do the sport oF polo need a WorldWide handicap?
Not really. In the recent FIP World Championships in 
Chile four of the matches went into an extra chukka 
and the final results of several other matches showed 
a mere one goal difference, which we believe shows 
that the international handicapping system is pretty 
accurate.

What do you thinK aBout the Women’s handicap? 
I believe that they are good for matches played only by 
women. I believe that anything which encourages a 
growing sector of the sport can only be a good thing. It 
has worked for those playing in France, the Argentine 
and the States – I am sure it will be a great success in  
the UK.

and What do you thinK aBout arena handicap? 
Only few nations play arena polo and some players 
ONLY play arena polo! As a threeaside game in a con
fined area, the handicaps are bound to be different from 
Field Polo.

are there amBitions By the Fip to uniFy the existing 
handicap systems?
Not to my knowledge! As FIP represents the inter
ests of the National Associations it must respect their 
sovereignty.

Sir WinSton ChurChill

“a polo “a polo “ handicap is your handicap is your 
passport to the world.passport to the world.”

* Effective from 1 January 2016 (currently 9 goals)

Further female top players: Carina Clarkin plays a women’s handicap of 
9 goals in Argentina. Marianela Castagnola, Emma Tomlinson and Tam-
ara Vestey are listed in Argentina with a women’s handicap of 8 goals. 
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the impoRtance oF standaRd-testinG
helmet saFety: 

By sergio silVa   PhOTOGRAPhy falcon polo

Falcon Polo, specialists on high-impact equipment for polo players, provides the readers of POLO+10 with 
some key information about standards for testing the safety and quality of polo helmets. 

The sport of polo is becoming faster and more aggressive, 
and protection equipment is crucial to keep up with it in 
a safe way. Helmets are part of the safety gear to prevent 
injuries that may arise from uncontrolled situations, but 
the question is: what exactly a helmet protects us from? 

The brain can be injured by impact (causing the head to 
move rapidly back and forth), or by a sudden violent rota
tion of the head when the brain remains immobile, giv
ing blood vessels and nerves a yank. Internal blood vessels 
and nerves yank parts of the brain around too in differ
ent ways, straining the vessels and nerves in the process. 

Having said that, the function of the helmet is to reduce 
the peak impact to the brain by extending the head’s stop
ping time by a few thousandths of a second after the vio
lent move, which is the concussive force. Modern polo hel
mets are designed to handle an amount of crash energy, 
by using a tough shell with a layer of impact absorption 
foam. But unless the manufacturers have a laboratory, you 
cannot test impact protection. That is the reason why the 
industry uses standards to designate performance levels.

In order to be approved by standards, helmets must resist 
braininjuring concussive forces as aforementioned. Several 
impact tests are taken to determine if the helmet meets an 

established Severity Index for concussion tolerance. Stand
ards define the necessary laboratory tests for helmets, and 
then “certify” that the product passes all of them. While 
there is a growing awareness in several countries for better 
protection, certified helmets are still not mandatory, and 
not even professional players require them sometimes. It 
is then crucial for those who wish to start playing polo or 
are already playing, to step up and research before buy
ing a helmet, in order to determine the one with proper 
protection. 

about Falcon polo
Falcon Polo is a brand built upon Floriano Falcon’s prin
ciples and identity, and has been manufacturing of high 
quality polo helmets since 1988. Before anyone would test 
protection gear, Floriano worked intensely with US labora
tories and safety standards. Falcon was then the first man
ufacturer to test its helmets under NOCSAE and ASTM 
standards (USA), receiving in 2005 an approval certifica
tion. In 2012, after many years of providing helmets to top 
brands in the world, Falcon decided to detach from third 
party retailers and started providing premium helmets only 
through its own company, 40 Goals Corp, and the brand 
that holds his name.  

www.falconpolo.com

Contact person • John D. Swenson • Director of marketing • +49 (0)551 / 50 75 1-16 • swenson@polygo.de 
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By Jan-erik franck   

Jan-Erik Franck is polo player, hPA instructor, polo commentator, 
La Martina Ambassador since 2015 and an all round nice guy … 
Now he starts his 1st “Jef’s Polo Column” in POLO+10. 

In this, my 1st column, I’ll be telling you my plans for the year as well 
as those of a handful of players who also have an exciting year ahead 
of them. As in previous years, 2015 started with another very exciting 
snow polo season. It all kicked off in Kitzbühel which is becoming more 
and more one of the most fun snow polo tournaments. It was then off 
to St. Moritz which now under new management was again polo at its 
best on snow. February was The Arena Gold Cup at The Royal County of 
Berkshire Polo Club which really is a must for all polo junkies who can
not spend the winter in warmer climes.

In March I was back in the south of the Netherlands now for the 3rd. 
commentating the City Polo Championships Maastricht. Teams from 
all over Europe battled it out for what is also fast becoming a must for 
any polo aficionado. Coming up in April is the last arena polo tourna
ment of the winter season which I played in myself a few years ago in 
 Mannheim. It’s then finally back out on grass and a few beach tourna
ments which I will tell you more about in the next edition.

I managed to catch up with a few players ahead of the summer season 
to find out what their plans were.

matteo beffa from the legacy polo club in switzerland …
is looking forward to as much fun and entertaining as he had last 
year by playing a lot of nice tournaments throughout Europe on 
all different surfaces and levels and successfully and hosting the 
Legacy Pollo Cup 2014. This year he is heading for some nice beach 
polo tournaments in the northern part of Europe, the tournament 
at Gut Basthorst (Germany) and the beach polo venue at the beau
tiful Tuscan beaches (Viareggio). His main highlight 2015 will be 
the second edition of the Pollo Cup, which his recently founded 
“Legacy Polo Club” will be hosting for the second time.

my mate chris hyde whom i know since he was a boy … 
has been playing polo for 27 years now and have played in all lev
els and on all surfaces. He has a six goal outdoor rating and has just 
been raised to ten in the arena which is the first 10 goaler ever in 
England arena polo. So of course that is his biggest polo achieve
ment. Congrats Chris!! His wonderful family is now starting to 
climb the ranks with Jack playing for Zacara in the high goal and 
twins who play in the famous pony club. Chris himself is currently 
playing for Jonathon Munroe Fords black eagle team. With them 
he just won for the third year running the snow polo World Cup 
in St Moritz. 

polo doc andy krüger is doing fine as …
his winter polo season was very exciting due to the fact that he fol
lowed the hot battles of the outstanding snow tournaments in Kitz
bühel and St. Moritz. Last autumn he joined the tournaments in 
Baku and Ascona with their unique charme. In his function as the 
CMO (doctor) in Kitzbühel Tito Gaudenzi asked him for help with 
his playing shoulder, that got hurt while playing the tournament 
in Chiemgau. Eight weeks after that shoulder dislocation Tito could 
play the full tournament in Palm Beach without any restriction. 
This season Andy hopes to be on tour again as last year.

my friend Jamie morrison from england …
is very much looking forward to the summer season and what it 
brings. For Jamie it starts at the Berkshire playing with the boys from 
La Indiana and some club tournaments. Beginning of June is Polo in 
the Park which is always a great event. Jamie hopes to play as well in 
the RCBPC showcase tournaments like the Julian and Howard Hip
wood and the John Prestwich. Seems like a full season of top events 
and great tournaments. The polo festival in August is one Jamie is 
looking forward to, it will be a real celebration of the game and bring 
together many different fun elements. Bring on the season! 

christopher kirsch told me …
that his German Polo Tour is growing rapidly and will take place in 
six cities this year. For him the International German Champion
ship, which is held for the first time at his Gut Aspern, is a special 
event, says Chris. He joined the Championship in Berlin on Maifeld 
the past four years. Three times he made it into the final and two 
times he won. There is no doubt that he hopes to be successful on 
home soil. During the German season he will play almost every 
weekend. But also in Spain, Chris will have some performances. 
He has also serious ambitions regarding his handicap as he will 
once again attack the top to confirm his 4goal handicap, which 
he plays in Argentina and to reclaim 4 goals in Germany again.  
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the

By rege ludwig   PhOTOGRAPhy & ILLUSTRATION rege ludwig

Rege Ludwig is known as one of the best coaches in the sport of polo. In his polo school in the Thai 
Polo Club of harald Link and Nunthinee Tanner he is teaching players from all over the world. POLO+10 
is proud, that Rege shares some of the most important basics in learning polo with our readers.

Known as one of the best polo coaches in the world: Rege Ludwig.

coach

a stable hitting PlatForm

The Canadian Polo Association conducted a hitting analysis many 
years ago. If memory serves me correctly, the study included eight 
players ranging in handicap from a +1 to 8 goals, with two partic
ipants having an 8goal handicap. An interesting feature of that 
analysis was, between the eight players approximate 200 balls were 
hit and analyzed, and 92%, or 184, of those hits demonstrated 
an identifiable degree of instability in the players hitting position 
within the process of hitting the ball. 

That was a truly enlightening discovery for me at that time. Now, 
all these years later, it is my privilege to write about those  analytical 
statistics within an instructional format. 

The first phase of the hitting process to be concerned with is hav
ing your horse arrive at the ball being correctly placed for that hit. 
The next item of concern is you being established in the saddle in 
a correct, secure and stable hitting platform by the time you have 
arrived at the ball, and before the downswing is initiated. 

There are two critical mechanical factors associated with develop
ing that correct, secure and stable hitting platform. The first is hav
ing your feet wider apart than your knees, with the weight in the 
stirrups more on the big ball of your foot than the little ball. That 
is important for the purpose of creating a wide foundation to your 
hitting platform, i.e., “Pyramid Effect.”

Pyramid.
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Feet in, knees out.Bolt through knees.

The upper leg gripping pressure is the most direct contact you have 
with your horse; and, is the strongest source of gripping power you 
can use for connecting you to your horse. As such, your upper legs 
(groin to knees) are the primary source from which you estab
lish a stable and effective hitting platform from your horse’s back.
Typically, when hitting the offside fore shot, you rotate your hips, 
torso and shoulders clockwise to do so. It is most unfortunate that 
within that process there has developed a generally accepted con
cept that you should turn your right toes (foot) down, out and away 
from your horse. That procedure, I am sure, has been accepted 
because it makes rotating clockwise easier to accomplish.

The problem with turning your right foot (toes) down and out is 
that it causes your upper body to fall forward to the degree to which 
your right foot (toes) has turned down and out. When that hap
pens, the unstable hitting platform issues are just getting started. 

When your foot (toes) turn out and away from your horse, your 
knee does the same, and to pretty much the same degree. When 
your knee turns out, you are in the process of decreasing the grip
ping strength, between your upper legs creating the undesired 
result of losing control of upper body movement throughout the 
remainder of the hitting process, i.e., instability. That is happening 
because your seat and hitting platform have become less secure, 
thereby, causing control of upper body movement to falter through
out the remainder of the hit process. 

Because of a less secure and more unstable, hitting platform from 
turning your knee out and away from your horse’s shoulder, your 
hitting effort produces a less powerful and inaccurate hit of the ball.

Keep in mind that hitting the polo ball is a mechanical process; 
much the same as hitting a golf ball, a baseball, or a tennis ball. If 
you understand the mechanical process of hitting any of those balls 
then you understand the mechanical process of hitting the others. 

One of the more significant mechanical manoeuvers associated 
with hitting any of those balls is that of having your feet wider 
apart than your knees. With your feet separated to a greater degree 
than your knees, your knees are caused to be pushing in towards 
each other. This, in turn, causes your upper legs to grip more 
strongly into your horse’s shoulders. The stronger upper leg grip 
allows for more solid contact of you to your horse, producing a 
more secure and stable platform for you than can possibly be real
ized when your feet are closer together, forcing your knees to be 
farther apart (see illustration).

To give you an idea of the upper leg strength needed to create a sta
ble hitting platform, I offer my concept of “Bolt Through Knees” 
(see illustration). You should be gripping your horse’s shoulders 
as though you have a bolt (nut on one end) passing through your 
knees and your horse’s shoulders. Imagine the nut tightened to the 
point of having your upper legs gripping and holding your horse’s 

shoulders with a firm to strong gripping effort. With that degree of 
maintained upper leg gripping strength, the platform from which 
you hit the ball has a chance of being both secure and stable. Com
pared that to your upper leg grip decreasing because your right 
knee has turned out and away from your horse’s right shoulder. The 
stronger Bolt through Knees grip can only serve to increase your 
chances of hitting the ball more accurately and strongly.

The strong upper leg grip is not necessarily easy to achieve, how
ever when compared to your knees turning out, or separating 
from each other; there truly is greater power to be realized when 
your knees are pressing together throughout the hitting process 
than can possibly be realized when they are allowed to be sepa
rated. The essence of the situation is, even though the concept of 
turning your foot and knee out has been around for centuries, 
and has been accepted as correct; the physics of those mechan
ics just cannot compare favourably to the mechanics of keeping 
your feet wide, pyramid effect, and, having your knees press in 
toward each other, Bolt Through Knees. Turning your right foot 
and knee out may make it easier to rotate your hips, torso and 
shoulders when executing the backswing of the offside fore shot; 
however, the effects on the hit are much less desirable than those 
realized from having a wide foundation (Pyramid), and keeping 
your knees pressed in toward each other (Bolt). Both are more 
than significant to the process of building a stable hitting plat
form, each is essential.  Close to perfect form.

The second factor of gripping with your upper legs is the most sig
nificant characteristic of the polo style of riding, and is significantly 
influenced by the positioning and use of your feet – squeeze your 
knees into your horse’s shoulders with a firm to strong upper leg 
gripping pressure as though there were a bolt holding your knees 
into the horse’s shoulders, i.e., “Bolt through Knees Concept”.
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Christopher Degano and Tito Gaudenzi (right).

Left: Dr. Andreas Krüger. Right: Tito Gaudenzi after his shoulder injury.

40 percent of the injuries happening in the sport of polo are non
fatal and happen as a study revealed to the upper extremity result
ing from a fall. A typical season ending injury can also result from 
a direct blow to the shoulder. One of the most difficult to manage 
injuries is a posterior shoulder dislocation of the hitting arm – a 
potentially polo sport ending injury. But in case of correct treat
ment by a team of specialists a speedy recovery is possible. So hap
pened to polo professional Tito Gaudenzi recently. He sustained a 
minor injury to his shoulder during playing when he received a 
direct blow to the right shoulder from another player. In spite of 
the impression that something happened to his shoulder the player 
was able to end the tournament and played another full medium 
goal tournament. During the warmup for a game abroad a few 
days later he dislocated his shoulder and needed an urgent reduc
tion. After returning home a specialist team of sport physician 
and physiotherapy helped with cooling and compression devices. 

The shoulder was examined by a sportorthopedic specialized sur
geon and an ultra high resolution MRI was performed. A nonoper
ative therapy pathway was designed to start right after a couple of 
days of rest. Every ascending step within this program was coordi
nated and guided through contemporary communication includ
ing video analysis. After six weeks a first riding session was exe
cuted and a fast return to stick and ball training followed by full 
speed club chukkas. After eight weeks the first highgoal tourna
ment with full playtime was possible.  

www.polodoc.ch

season endinG inJURy – 

what´s the

limit
By dr. andreas krüger   PhOTOGRAPhy aleX pacheco

Speedy and perfect recovery after a season ending injury is the capital for every 
ambitious player. The time frame can be pushed to a certain limit, which needs to 
be defined individually. The important key is the early correct diagnosis by spe-
cialists to start the clocklike personal rehabilitation program within the time frame.

Left side: This is a posterior dislocated shoulder. you can  identify 
the ball, which is out of the socket. Right side: Now the shoulder is 
reduced. The center of the ball is on the center of the socket.
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inJury Quick guide

so what should one do if this happens to you?
• Immediate correct diagnosis
• Sport injury related specialist
• Physio and physician controlling the progress 
• Polo fitted orthopaedic gear 

1. Get in the nearest clinic for primary care
2. If medical standard is below level of your mother country get 

transport back
3. Contact your family doctor to get contact details of orthopaedic 

specialist immediately
4. Contact polodoc

Dislocated	  
humeral	  head	  

Joint	  socket	  

Centered	  
humeral	  head	  

Joint	  socket	  
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Tito Gaudenzi on the ball playing against Gonzalito Pieres.
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mallorca
By kaTrin langemann   PhOTOGRAPhy Valerie crasemann, Valeria ceTraro 

Right now, Mallorca is evolving into the new polo hotspot in Europe. Daniel Crasemann knows the Balearic Island for a 
long time. 18 years ago the polo enthusiast and businessman from hamburg bought his own polo finca in the east of the 
island. In spring the fourth edition of the Copa de Pascua was held here.
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Six teams fought for winning the 2015 Copa de Pascua – 
more teams than ever before. Not only is the interest in the 
tournament at the Barralina Polo Club increasing, the enthu-
siasm for the polo island Mallorca also grows rapidly.
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A cheerful, highspirited and family atmosphere – this was the 
fourth edition of the Copa de Pascua in Mallorca. The six participat
ing teams gave their all and competed against each other fiercely. 
Following three weekends of exciting polo, in the end team Bar
ralina, consisting of Daniel Crasemann (0), Niclas Sandweg (1), 
Caesar Crasemann (2) and Adrian Laplacette (6), emerged as the 
winner of the tournament. Team Tom Tailor, including Christo
pher Kirsch (3) and Gastón Maíquez (6) as well as Uwe Schröder 
(0) and his daughter Naomi Schröder (0), was placed second. The 
Copa de Pascua 2015 was the biggest and most successful edition 
so far – never before that many teams participated in the tourna
ment at the Barralina Polo Club. 

Due to an amendment of the Mallorquin government, which makes 
it easier to build new polo fields, Mallorca is evolving at fast pace 
into the new polo hotspot in Europe. With four large private polo 
facilities already in existence, others are sure to follow and it is 
clear that the interest has peaked in new development in the south
ern regions of the Island. But what makes the Balearic Island so 
attractive to polistas? Daniel Crasemann, organiser of the Copa de 
Pascua and head of the Barralina Polo Club can tell you the rea
son: “The spirit of polo in Mallorca is “laughing” polo. Far away 
from the many political and overambitious topics, which are in the 
centre of things in the North of Europe, a very friendly and classic 
polo is being played in Mallorca. I am very happy that the atmos
phere during the tournament as well as during the asados and the 
dinner on the beach had this spirit.“
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The tournament Copa de Pascua primarily serves the pur
pose to train the horses for the season, explains Crasemann,  
who is very pleased with the success of the tournament: 
“Of course it was a real challenge to provide professional 
lodging for 120 horses and all the grooms, but everything 
was in good working order. And the event was a good final 
rehearsal for our exciting 12goal tournament taking place 
in August. By that time our second pitch will be completed, 
leading to an even tougher competition.”

Mallorca has been one of the top holiday islands for a long 
time. With the current developments and the growing polo 
community, in the future there will be no way for polistas 
to ignore the Balearic island. Daniel Crasemann watches 
the transformation of Mallorca into a polo island with great 
interest: “There will be definitely a fifth edition of the Copa 
de Pascua in 2016. And next year there will also be two 
additional huge fincas including new pitches, so my old 
vision to turn Mallorca into an very sportive, attractive 
and most of all easily accessible polo island, more and more 
becomes reality.” 

The atmosphere of playing polo in Mallorca is very casual, 
friendly and relaxed.
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SALT WATER
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THAI SPAPADDOCKS FOR
200 HORSES

INTERNATIONAL
CROSS COUNTRY
COURSE
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Jan feb mar apr may Jun Jul aug sep oct nov dec

maximum temperature 13° 14° 17° 20° 21° 27° 31° 31° 28° 23° 18° 15°

minimum temperature 6° 6° 8° 10° 12° 17° 20° 21° 18° 14° 10° 7°

sunshine hours 5h 6h 7h 8h 10h 11h 11h 10h 9h 7h 6h 5h

water temperature 14° 13° 14° 15° 17° 20° 25° 27° 25° 22° 18° 15°

days of rain 8 6 6 6 6 3 1 3 5 9 9 9

climaTe in mallorca 

mallorca checklisT

• 11-month polo season
In Mallorca you can play polo 11 months a year. Pas-
turing for the horses is possible all year round. Result: 
The horses get fast in shape for the new season after a 
very short winter break.

• polo community 
The polo community in Mallorca is increasing at fast 
pace, you will already find important polo people in the 
island. There are already four large polo facilities func-
tioning, and several others are under construction. The 
goal is to position Mallorca as Europe’s polo island.

• accessibility – short distances – low prices 
Mallorca is accessible from all European airports 
all year round, and at very convenient air fares. 
Thus, even a weekend trip for practising polo 
is worth the flight.

how To geT To mallorca 

The Palma de Mallorca airport is 
approximately eight miles outside of 
the city. About 22 million passengers 
from 177 destinations use the airport 
each year. Mallorca is accessible from 
any point of Europe in a few hours. 

Source: www.reise-klima.de

mallorca facTs
and figures

Mallorca is the largest island of the 
Balearic Islands in the Western Med-
iterranean, situated at approx. 170 
kilometres from the Spanish continent 
near Barcelona. The island’s East-
West expansion is 98 kilometres, its 
North-South expansion is 78 kilome-
tres, and its coastline is 550 kilome-
tres long. Mallorca’s climate is mod-
erate subtropical with an average of 
7.9 hours of sun a day, and moder-
ate amounts of rainfall. It has a regis-
tered population of 876,147 (in 2012), 
407, 648 of which live in the capital 
of Palma. The official languages on 
the Balearic Islands are Catalan and 
Spanish (Castilian). In Mallorca, peo-
ple speak Majorquin (mallorquí), a dia-
lect of the Catalan language.

departure Time of flight Number approx.

hamburg 2h 15min 6x daily

berlin 2h 15min 6x daily

frankfurt 2h 15min 5x daily

düsseldorf 2h 15min 6x daily

zurich 2h 3x daily

stockholm 3h 40min 2x daily

paris 2h 4x daily

madrid 1h 25min 14x daily

london 2h 30min 12x daily

moscow 4h 30min 1x daily

warsaw 4h 50min 2x weekly

direcT flighTs To mallorca 

• The “golden Visa”
When you buy real estate in Spain with 
at least a value of 500,000 Euro, you 
acquire at the same time the precondition 
for obtaining a residence permit, with which 
you can move free to all EU countries. Spain is 
the third EU country to introduce this exemption, after Cyprus 
and Portugal.

• benefits of mallorca 
Moreover, compared to other polo destinations as  Argentina, 
in Mallorca you count with all the benefits of being part of the 
EU, as well the best weather conditions that no other place 
can offer, and of course, in a much shorter distance from your 
home country, in case you live in Europe. 

• real estate prices 
While the estates with ocean view in the southwest 
achieve record prices, exciting polo fincas for afford-
able prices are up for grabs yet in the rest of the island. 
The east of Mallorca is where the polo heart of the island 
beats. The “newcomers” of the international polo scene 
are currently settling here.

• infrastructure 
The infrastructure in Mallorca is great. A big advantage in 
terms of accessibility, comfort and quality of life (also for 
the horses).

• legal security
As an EU country Spain provides legal security, the juris-
tic “proximity” to the neighbouring European countries, 
unlike in Argentina, is given. A key point when buying 
horses and real estates, as well as the organization of 
polo events and polo clubs.

• climate
Perfect polo climate between 16 degrees in winter and 
30 degrees in summer. 
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Villa italia
Overlooking the bay of glamorous Port d’Andratx, the 4-star hotel “hotel Villa Italia” is a dream escape where you can 
enjoy romantic and relaxed days on the island of Mallorca. 

1 Villa Italia 2 Romantic terraces and swimming pool 3 View from the tower room overlooking the bay 4 Suite at Villa Italia.

It’s those precious, unforgettable moments that you will remember 
for years to come. Special encounters, special locations, a unique 
atmosphere. The Hotel Villa Italia in Port d’Andratx in Mallorca 
is one such place. The 4star hotel is overlooking the glamorous 
bay. Steps, terraces, balconies, flowers – and a swimming pool and 
spa in the middle of it all. The farreaching view of the bay with 
its harbour for yachts, the lighthouse to the left and the open sea: 
erected in the 1950s as the summer residence for the De Vitta fam
ily, who spearheaded construction of the Port d’Andratx harbour, 

the architecture is reminiscent of a mix of Palladiovilla and Major
can finca styles. A German turned the house into a hotel with 
rooms and suites and the whole villa was renovated and rede
signed in 2009. A visit to the villa restaurant is particularly worth 
your while: for the past 25 years, native Swiss Christian Catrina 
has been the chef and offers creative cuisine with Mediterranean 
and international specialities. 

www.hotelvillaitalia.com

4

By sTefanie sTüTing   PhOTOGRAPhy Villa iTalia

2 3

1
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Behind the gorgeous gated entry of this spectacular 102 acre estate is the tree
lined quartermile approach drive leading to the 24,000 square foot grand 
 residence. The home is capped with a commanding Tuscany tower. This remark
able residence echoes the splendors of San Simeon yet it conveys a very special 
comfort and warmth. Craftsmanship is superb throughout with attention to 
every detail. Centering the home is a massive great room with soaring raftered 
ceilings. The surrounding mezzanine leads to the five bedrooms, each with a 
distinct character. The Celebrity Chef’s kitchen is outfitted beyond belief! The 
library, billiard room, theatre with cinebar, and gymnasium add so much more 
in this “most beautiful home in Sarasota.” 

Residence grounds include an 8car air conditioned garage, covered patio with 
a lovely fountain, a dining gazebo separating the stunning pool and the tennis 
court. A separate fully equipped guest home features a large 1st floor party area 
with three bedrooms, two baths on the 2nd floor. Everything the discriminating 
buyer might desire in a home! The fenced and crossfenced grounds are divided 
into a series of paddocks plus a 5furlong railed horse track with chute. Toward  
the rear is an impeccably maintained 22stall horse stable just waiting to accom
modate your prized steeds. Tack room and dressing area. Full staff quarters on 
the second floor. Multibay equipment garage with foreman’s office. Complete 
details of the many features of this outstanding estate upon request. 

facTs
eQuesTrian esTaTe

grand estate
price at $ 9,800,000
Just 10 minutes to Venice beach and  
40 minutes from the Sarasota /  
Bradenton International  Airport (SRQ)
 
102 acre equestrian property in 
 Sarasota (Venice), Florida
Main residence of 24,000 square feet
Guesthouse of 3,000 square feet
22-stall horse stable 
5 furlong horse track
Entire property fenced / cross fenced
 
feaTures
Eight Bedrooms, seven full Bathrooms  
and four half Bathrooms, Library,  
Theatre, Cinebar, Billiard Room,  
Gymnasium, Pool Area and  Gazebo,  
8-Car Air-Conditioned Garage, Guest-
house, Stables, Stable Apartments

conTacT informaTion
andrews & associates realty, inc.
Sarasota, Florida, U.S.A.

James herbert, cpa realtor
O. +1.941.921.5999
C. +1.941.726.1706
jim@andrewsrealtyinc.com
giacomojim@verizon.net

Tony andrews, broker
O. +1.941.921.5999
C. +1.941.504.7769
tandrews@andrewsrealtyinc.com
tandrews7@gmail.com

www.andrewsrealtyinc.com

in Florida
dReam polo estate

PhOTOGRAPhy coasTal phoTography

Just 10 minutes from Venice Beach, this Grand Estate provides all that 
the heart desires. 

More information and offers at www.poloplus10.com

The 135 hectare site combines the authentic charm of the 

Argentinian Pampa with facilities at the highest level. The 

Estancia is a family residence, a polo club, a farm and an 

exclusive boutique hotel. Its unique facilities include one 

polo field with boards (935 ft x 476 ft), a swimming pool, 

six fully-equipped houses, stables and six paddocks, two 

windmills and a fruit and vegetable garden. 

Price: upon request

Estancia El Rocio, aRGEntina

Son Catlar Nou is part of one of the oldest and most em-

blematic estates in Mallorca, which belonged to the old 

Mallorcan aristocracy. The 70 hectare property offers the 

possibility of constructing a very complex polo estate, as it 

has several stately houses, which are located in the heart 

of an extensive garden of 1.015 m2, and some agrarian 

facilities with a total size of 3.351 m2. There is also a large 

building of 1.994 m2, which can be used as a big stable.

Price: upon request

son catlaR, MalloRca

Contact us via mail: hello@poloplus10.com or by phone:

Lara Rey Vela (spanish/english) 
+49 40 300 67 29 11

You are searching for your dream polo property? We are facilitating! 
We connect sellers and buyers and provide our worldwide network 
and platform for exclusive real estate offers.

Polo+10
Real estate

Find your dream 
polo property with
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polo With a taste oF

ProVence
By lanie goodman

Set back in the heights of the lush backcountry of the Côte d’Azur, the Domaine Pijaubert is a 75-acre 
estate surrounded by white oak and cork trees. Beyond the fields and olive groves is a honey-colored stone 
18th-century “mas”, a farmhouse built on Roman ruins. Call it a postcard perfect vision of Provence, with 
a panoramic vista of distant blue grey peaks and the neighboring hilltop villages

In 2001, the pololoving Pike family acquired this lovely 
sprawling property and went on to launch a unique con
cept: the Riviera Polo Club, headed by passionate player, 
Gary Pike, which now offers highly personalized training. 
The Pijaubert Polo School, which houses Argentine criollo 
ponies and a hitting cage with a wooden horse, also hosts 
biannual tournaments, highprofile events and exciting 
polo demonstrations. 

For those seeking relaxation away from the traffic snarls of 
the coast, the club has developed a customdesigned Polo 
Holiday that accommodates guests in private apartments 
on the premises. Whether it’s poolside cocktails, family
style barbecues at the main house or an Argentine asado 
on the field, the mood is relaxed and convivial. Along 
with the opportunity to improve polo skills, students can 
enjoy horsebackriding excursions on a trail through the 
protected natural reserve of Fondurane, which gradually 
winds down to the clear blue waters of the lake SaintCas
sien. They can also take full advantage of the swimming 
pool, the nearby outdoor Provencal markets and topnotch 
countrystyle restaurants, only a short drive away. 

“The Riviera Polo Club isn’t just a school, it’s a lifestyle,” 
says Alexia Pike, who along with her brother Jamie and 
sister, Caroline, created the founding team of HPA certi
fied instructors. “At first we decided to open our home to 
friends and family who enjoy polo,” Alexia explains. “Then 
we realized that once people discover the sport, they get 
the bug and want to come back. And not just for the game 
– there’s nothing like swimming with the horses at the lake 
at the end of a hot summer day.”

Above all, what sets the Riviera Polo Club apart from other 
clubs is the intimate atmosphere and focused personal 
attention. “Those who already have some skills tend to 
get to a high level quickly,” says Caroline. “Students don’t 
need to have any experience, because we teach them the 
A to Z’s about polo. First you have to get comfortable with 
the horse before we put a stick in your hand and teach  
you to play.” 

Pijaubert Polo School at the Riviera Polo Club. Domaine de 
Pijaubert, Callian. Tel: +33 (0)6 68 66 05 47
www.pijaubert-polo.com; www.riviera-polo-club.fr 
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A unique getaway in Provence Côte d’Azur
Discover an unrivalled luxury resort nestled within the picturesque wooded hills of Fayence.

Enjoy incredible space, serenity and nature with exceptional Spa and Golf...

TERRE BLANCHE HOTEL SPA GOLF RESORT*****
115 SUITES & VILLAS • 4 RESTAURANTS • SPA • TWO 18-HOLE GOLF COURSES • ALBATROS GOLF PERFORMANCE CENTER • REAL ESTATE

3100 Route de Bagnols-en-Forêt • 83440 Tourrettes • Var • France
Hotel Reservations : +33 (0)4 94 39 36 00 - reservations.hotel@terre-blanche.com

www.terre-blanche.com

A 45-minute drive from Nice International Airport, 35 minutes from Cannes.
Helicopter access.

A unique getaway in Provence Côte d’AzurA unique getaway in Provence Côte d’Azur

Riviera polo club advert.indd   1 23/02/2015   11:23:48
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Combining a beautifully restored neoRenaissance façade 
with cuttingedge interiors, this hotel has a rich history 
and is also home to a permanent art exhibition by the 
Argentinian art collective Mondongo. It is a perfect bou
tique hotel, located in the heart of exciting Buenos Aires. 
Strategically situated in the famous and traditional dis
trict of San Martín y Córdoba, the Esplendor Hotel Buenos 
Aires is an authentic urban spot that links the city’s vari
ous different tourist attractions: the Microcentro, Puerto 
Madero, Corrientes Avenue, Retiro and Santa Fé Avenue. 
The hotel is located adjacent to the famous shopping mall 
Galerías Pacífico and the lively Florida Street and was orig
inally designed by architects Agrelo and Le Vacher in 1889. 
It was one of the first hotels in Buenos Aires and the abso
lute favourite of English immigrants. Remodelled in 2005, 
it has retained its original character but now has a modern 
interior, meaning that the architectural interior is com
pletely different to the exterior façade. A minimalist ver
tical structure was designed with the antique patios of the 
hotel acting as a centrepiece. 

Inside the rooms, a wide range of innovative and interest
ing materials has been used. Designed by the renowned 
Argentinian designer Martin Churba for his label Tra
mando, they cover everything from the headboards of the 
bed to the pillows and even the lamps. The very singular 

works of art from the art collective Mondongo decorate 
the hallways of Esplendor with contrasting and diver
gent materials ranging from play dough, cookies, threads, 
nails, crystals and even gold chains. Between these works 
are images of famous Argentine figures from the coun
try’s popular culture, such as Maradona, Gardel, Piazzolla, 
Evita and Borges.

This avantgarde hotel also offers several amenities, such 
as beauty treatments and massage therapists in your own 
room, a fullyequipped gym, playroom, business centre 
and the very attractive Mott restaurant which remains 
faithful to its concept of seasonal fresh market cuisine, 
thereby guaranteeing the freshness and quality of each 
dish. With three room categories, this unique hotel sur
prises guests with carefully designed rooms that are har
monious, modern and comfortable. The VIP suites also 
offer a premium option that encourages guests to enjoy 
their relaxation to the maximum with integrated double 
size jacuzzis, queen size beds, perfect mattresses and wide 
spaces that provide exactly the level of quality comfort the 
hotel wants to give its guests.  

For more information, discover Esplendor at  
www.esplendorbuenosaires.com. Reservations:  
+54 115 256 8814 or reservasbsas@esplendorbuenosaires.com

esPlendor
PhOTOGRAPhy esplendor buenos aires

hotel bUenos aiRes

1

2

3

1 The neo-Renaissance façade of the hotel in a very appealing corner of the city 2 One of the rooms with different materials 
especially designed and selected by Martin Churba 3 The playroom, perfect for a break in the heart of the city.

Strategically located in the heart of Buenos Aires in the famous and traditional district of San Martín y 
Córdoba, the Esplendor hotel Buenos Aires is an authentic urban spot.
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much more
Mark Cameron is the Brand Experience Director for Jaguar Land Rover. his responsibilities include 
looking up and setting sponsorship strategies from the global headquarters. In this interview, he 
explains how the brand selects and measures events, what is so attractive about polo, and points 
out Land Rover’s actions with British Polo Day. 

1 Mark Cameron is the Brand Experience Director for Jaguar Land Rover 2 JJ de Alba playing for Wallerstein at British 
Polo Day Germany 2013 3 The British Polo Day UK Charity Cup 2013 4 Alex de Lisle playing for Singapore at the British 
Polo Day UK Charity Cup 2014.

land rover as luxury Brand automoBile manuFacturer has 
connected itselF With polo, increasing its presence every 
year, For the past ten years or more. Which Were the initial 
Factors that lead the Brand toWards choosing to spon-
sor the sport? 
On Land Rover’s side we have several lines of product, the prin
cipal ones being Range Rover, Defender and Discovery. About 
three years ago, we looked at our target customers and we did 
an analysis with our agencies, particularly our media plan
ning agencies, to understand what were the passions and inter
ests of the customers. That gave us a certain profile, and then 
we extracted from that data that there was a strong tendency for 
sport activities. For Land Rover those activities were rugby, sail
ing and equestrian sports, and particularly for the last two, there 
is a product connection as many of those customers need the car 
as a towing vehicle. Having identified the passions and inter
ests, we researched the sponsorship activities of our main com
petitors, to make sure that we were not going into a space that 
was already highly invested by them. Within equestrian sports 
we wanted to make sure that we covered the basic customers in 
terms of wealth, and the Range Rover family of cars particularly 
fits perfectly with the polo world. 

hoW Would you associate land rover and polo?
I think although polo is a very serious sport, played at a high 
level, there is also a lifestyle connotation that goes with it, and 
through the associations with polo we are able to reach those 
looking to be associated with that lifestyle, through our brand 
and our products. Polo is much more than a sport, and that is 
what is interesting.
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other brands that also attract to the audience means we can ben
efit from each other’s presence, together we are bigger than we 
could be individually. 

What is your personal appreciation aBout the sport oF 
polo?
I love it! I have to confess that before I got this job I did not know 
much about it, though. What fascinates me is this fusion of great 
sporting achievement and the mastering of the horses, strength 
and skills that the players must have. Also you have this lifestyle 
that wraps around it and it is fantastic, very influential and suc
cessful people attend polo so you meet really interesting peo
ple. It is a great platform for charities and fundraising, signifi
cant amounts of money can be raised in the events… It offers so 
much, still it is so niche and welltargeted, allows the sponsors to 
introduce their products in a great way to possible customers.

than aspoRt
hoW do you select your event sponsorships? in Which Way 
the cluBs and tournaments are evaluated By land rover?
Anything we decide on investing by sponsorships is measured 
around a number of different things. One of the indexes is how 
many cars would we sell to the audience that we reach. In the 
case of polo, this is a bit difficult to measure, but we do know by 
word of mouth or by observing year after year that they do con
sume our products. The second thing we measure is the reach 
in terms of the immediate PR coverage that we get as a result of 
the event itself, and we have a mechanism through which we get 
the equivalent advertising value of any coverage that Land Rover 
gets. We also use the events to capture media content, whether 
it is film or photos, which we can push through our social media 
channels, so then we can also measure this reach, then we put 
all that together and divide it into our direct costs to get a return 
on investment. All our sponsorships are evaluated upon return 
on invest. 

the linK BetWeen land rover and British polo day is groW-
ing stronger every day. We understand that one oF the 
goals oF British polo day is to promote uK liFestyle and 
products WorldWide. What is your opinion aBout it?
Our major competitors are principally German: Mercedes, Audi, 
Porsche. Jaguar Land Rover needs to separate from them by 
standing next to something that is distinctly different, and par
ticularly the Range Rover line of products is very British, pre
mium and luxury. Joining a platform like British Polo Day that 
celebrates the best of British luxury, gives us a point of difference 
that allows us to talk about our brand and products in a differ
ent way than our competitors. Being able to work alongside with 

land rover also sponsors other sports and disciplines, 
Which Would you say is the strongest oF your strategies?
Rugby is probably our biggest investment. Land Rover is one of 
the main sponsors of the Rugby World Cup taking place in Sep
tember, and that is where the most of our investments are going 
at the moment. But over the years we have been in sailing over 
20 years, and also in other equestrian sports than polo. All our 
sponsorships are successful in their own way, markets like China 
are starting to understand and embrace sailing and polo and it is 
very interesting to accompany that. 

Further information and picture galleries of the  
British Polo Day you find on the internet at
www.landrover.com
www.britishpoloday.com
www.poloplus10.com
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Images: Prada, Paul Smith, Mykita, Persol, Mykita, Orlebar Brown, Gucci, Miu Miu

Launched in 2007 by photographer Adam 
Brown, Orlebar Brown focuses on flatter
ing, sophisticated swimwear that is suita
ble for the beach and beyond. Their sun
glasses line is the perfect complement to 
their signature holiday garments. The 
Beaumont shades are classical yet trendy, 
as the combination of the crystal flax 
frames and the cinnamon crystals adds a 
pop of colour that can brighten any outfit.
 www.orlebarbrown.co.uk

Spring has finally arrived in the northern hemisphere and with 
it the first polo tournaments of the season. The sun is shining 
brightly and polo aficionados are starting to show up at the pitch, 
so sunglasses are a must-have item. To fully enjoy the action on 
the fields, your eyes need to be protected and we present you 
with the best sunglasses of the season here.

By maría paula fernández

buy
WheRe

-to- Prada has graced us once again with a fas
cinating ochialli collection, Prada Raw, 
made from selected precious wood. Clas
sical elegance and vintage references mix 
harmoniously with black walnut and 
Malabar ebony in this limited collection. 
The natural irregularity of the wood’s 
grain turns each pair of glasses into a 
unique creation, the utmost expression 
of masterly craftsmanship. Prada Raw 
is available exclusively at selected Prada 
stores: Milan Galleria, Paris Faubourg St
Honoré, London Old Bond Street and New 
York 5th Avenue. Our favourite is this 
70sinspired pair, in which the sophisti
cated silhouette of the square frames has 
been handmade in this beautiful wood. 
A piece with timeless style, and polo, the 
sport of kings, is the most exclusive of 
outdoor activities and a perfect match for 
them.
 www.prada.com

prada raw: limiTed wood frames 
ediTion

The Paul Smith brand combines a genuine 
sense of humour and mischief with a love 
of tradition and the classics, and these 
sunglasses are no strangers to the spirit 
of this British brand. The sunglasses com
prise a masculine, robust frame inspired 
by Jim Morrison of The Doors, featuring 
a chunky royal tortoiseshell blue frame 
with blue gradient polarised lenses. 
 www.paulsmith.co.uk

Originally designed in 1957 for Turin tram 
drivers, 649 soon rose from its functional 
beginnings. It then became a legend when 
Marcello Mastroianni wore it in the clas
sic film “Divorce Italian Style”. Combin
ing the best of design and technology, 
its unique shape has become the unmis
takable brand icon over time. Persol is a 
byword for understated cool, timeless style 
and the ideal sunglasses choice for your 
polo holidays in the sunniest locations. 
 www.persol.com

An indepth study of form, colour and sur
face laid the foundation for the MYKITA / 
DAMIR DOMA collaboration. Our favour
ite from this broadranging and colour
ful collection is the Ritas, a psychedelic 
feminine model inspired by the works of 
American artist Ruby Sterling that takes 
us back to Pucci in the 70s, seen here in a 
cloudy purple shade. Imagine an allwhite 
outfit contrasted with this splash of col
our: a fast pass to the bestdressed list at 
any of the hottest polo events.
 www.mykitadamirdoma.com

Gucci sunglasses are one of the definitive 
luxury accessories. The sunglasses take 
inspiration from Gucci’s catwalk and spirit 
and, like the clothing, draw on more than 
ninety years of heritage. Hardly any lady 
can resist a bit of sparkle, and these beige 
acetate glasses with “goffrato” treatment, 
a special embossing technique, and gold 
copper metal temples beautifully com
plemented with dark green shaded lenses 
provide the perfect, subtle highlight. 
 www.gucci.com

cosway royal TorToiseshell 
sunglasses

persol 649 series is as cool  
as iT geTs 

damir doma and mykiTa 
collaboraTion

chic, delicaTe and radianT:  
a perfecT find 

colourful classics from orlebar 
brown

Mykita is a modern manufactory that 
combines precision craftsmanship with 
new technologies. The Mylon line of the 
brand blurs the boundary between fash
ion and sports. Stateoftheart design cou
pled with a material that boasts individ
ual adjustability, low weight and extreme 

durability make these spectacles both an 
outstanding sporting companion and a 
perfect everyday accessory. The manufac
turing process for Mylon has won Mykita 
recognition and awards. A glimpse into the 
future through your hitech sunglasses.
 www.mykita.com

Miu Miu is the brand of choice for every 
fashion girl, with its elegant, yet quirky, 
vibrant and fresh spirit. The Miu Miu 
glasses collection is aimed at a sophisti
cated, laidback clientele that is particu
larly attentive to new trends. Last year Miu 

Miu launched their “Rasoir” capsule eye
wear collection and it included this state
mentmaking pair of semirimless round 
glasses. These daretobedifferent specs 
are irresistible.
 www.miumiu.com

berlin-based mykiTa eyewear brand deVelop mylon, hi-Tech maTerials 
and aVanT-garde design

miu miu rimless capsule eyewear collecTion, alTernaTiVe sTyle wiTh a 
sTrong personaliTy 
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Open a whole new world

Grande Reverso Night & Day watch

Eduardo Novillo Astrada, 
polo Champion.


